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SUMMARY
In this research, we introduce methods to be used in the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) analysis of planar multilayered media, characterized by the invariance of material
properties in planes perpendicular to an axis called the axis of symmetry. The invariance is
allowed to be disturbed by any imperfection, provided that these imperfections are local and
therefore can be contained within an FDTD simulation grid. A transmitting wire antenna
over a dielectric half space, a straight or bent transmission line on a grounded dielectric
slab, and a UWB antenna over an ungrounded dielectric slab are some of the examples that
are considered in our study. Some other examples of imperfections in multilayered media
are: scattering objects buried under ground, receiving or transmitting antennas over/under
ground or water, and different cell types in multilayered skin tissue.1
We specifically investigate two FDTD methods that were not previously developed for
general multilayered media: the near-field-to-far-field transform (NFFFT) and the total-
field/scattered-field (TF/SF) boundary (or the plane-wave injector). The NFFFT (Chapter
2) uses the FDTD output on a virtual surface surrounding the local imperfections and
calculates the radiated field (or the far field), defined as the 1/r-dependent field that is
the first term in the asymptotic expansion of the exact field. The plane wave injector
(Chapter 3) builds an incident plane wave inside a certain boundary (TF/SF boundary)
while allowing any scattered fields created by the imperfections inside the boundary to
exit the boundary with complete transparency. The NFFFT is applicable for any lossless
multilayered medium, while the plane-wave injector is applicable for any lossy multilayered
medium.
After developing the respective theories and giving simple examples, we apply the
1We only consider permittivity variations. Results for permeability variations follow from duality.
xiii
NFFFT and the plane-wave injector to a series of problems in Chapter 4. These prob-
lems are divided into two main groups. In the first group, we consider plane-wave scat-
tering problems involving perfectly-conducting objects buried in multilayered media. In
the second group, we consider problems that involve radiating structures in multilayered
media. Specifically, we investigate the reciprocity of antennas radiating in the presence of
an ungrounded dielectric slab using the methods developed in this study.
In Chapter 5, we present our previous work on an entirely different subject, namely,
the analysis of prolate spheroidal monopoles, which was completed between June 2004 and
January 2005. At that time, this research subject was considered as a possible thesis topic.
Although the focus of our research has changed since then, the originality of the work and




In this chapter, we provide background information on our research subject, and explain
briefly the contributions made by our research. We start by giving a brief account of
the basic equations of electromagnetics, and the basics of the finite-difference time-domain
method (FDTD). Then, we present a historical overview of the literature on our research
subject, and the contributions made to the literature by our research.
1.1 Maxwell’s Equations
Electromagnetics (or precisely, classical electromagnetics) is the branch of classical physics
that explains the behavior of an entity called electrical charge. Probably the first recorded
account of observed electromagnetic phenomenon is due to Thales, an ancient Greek philoso-
pher from the sixth century BC, who noted the attractive force exerted on some light parti-
cles by an amber rod rubbed with silk. Thales also observed the force of attraction between
pieces of rock called lodestone, mined at a city called Magnesia. Although numerous great
physicists and mathematicians (Gauss, Coulomb, Faraday, Ampére and many others) later
contributed to their explanation and relationship, the two phenomena associated with am-
ber and lodestone were largely treated separately, as electric and magnetic, until the 19th
century.
Between 1861 and 1864, a Scottish physicist named James Clerk Maxwell published a
series of groundbreaking papers, the most famous and decisive being “A Dynamical Theory
of the Electromagnetic Field,” presented to the Royal Society in 1864. In this paper,
he presented the famous equations (now known as Maxwell’s equations) explaining in a
consistent fashion both electrical and magnetic phenomena in terms of the distribution and
movement of electrical charge. His remarkable physical insight in constructing the equations
led to the prediction that electromagnetic energy would propagate in vacuum almost exactly
at the speed of light. This observation, in turn, led to the magnificent discovery that light,
1
the nature of which had been debated for centuries, is merely an electromagnetic wave in a
certain frequency range.
Maxwell’s equations are usually expressed in the following vector form [1]:





+ σE + J , (2)
in which calligraphic font is used to denote time-varying field variables and boldface font is
used to indicate their vector nature. The vectors J and M denote the electric and magnetic
currents, which provide the excitation for the electromagnetic field. The vectors E, B are
the electric and magnetic field strengths and D, H are the electric and magnetic excitations,
respectively. The relationships between the excitations and the field strengths are strongly
dependent on the properties of the surrounding medium. These relationships are called the
constitutive relations, which, for a wide class of materials called simple materials, assume a
simple linear form:




Given the excitation J and M and certain information on the time history of the bound-
aries of the problem at hand, a solution to the combined equations (1)–(4) is guaranteed to
be unique. Unless the problem at hand belongs to the tiny class of canonical problems for
which exact closed-form solutions are known, approximate numerical methods are neces-
sary to find the solution. One of these methods is the finite-difference time-domain method
(FDTD), which is summarized in the next section.
1.2 FDTD Method
FDTD is a numerical method for solving Maxwell’s equations (1)–(2) directly in the time
domain [2, 3]. The method involves the discretization of the field variables E, B, D, H in
both space and time and converting the continuous space and time derivatives (∇, ∂/∂t)
into finite differences in space and time. In our work, only simple materials are considered;
2
therefore D and H are simply proportional to E and B, respectively. The constants of
proportionality (ε, 1/µ), however, may depend on position. A clear example of this non-
uniformity is found in planar multilayered media, which we investigate in our study.
We first consider a simplification of Maxwell’s equations to demonstrate the discretiza-
tion process. We specifically assume that neither the geometry nor the excitation has any
variation in the y and z directions and only the excitation components My and Jz are
nonzero. In this case, Maxwell’s equations in (1)–(2) determine the x-directed, z-polarized























In the FDTD analysis of the above TEM problem, the computational space-time region is
divided into square cells with dimensions (∆x,∆t) and the derivatives in space and time are
approximated by central differences evaluated at the center of each square. For example,












≈ A(x0 + ∆x/2, t0)−A(x0 −∆x/2, t0)
∆x
, (8)
in which (x0, t0) is at the center of one of the squares in the computational grid (see Fig.
1(a)). In this fashion, the TEM equations in (5)–(6) are approximated using central differ-






















in which the common FDTD notation A|ni = A(i∆x, n∆t) is used. It is observed from Fig.




Figure 1: The central difference approximation in the FDTD method. (a) The space
and time derivatives of the function A(x, t) are evaluated at the center of the square cell
(∆x,∆t) and approximated by central differences using the two adjacent values evaluated
at the center of each edge. (b) Based on (a) and eq. (9)–(10), the TEM field components
Ez, Hy and the excitations My, Jz are placed in the space-time grid as shown.
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As the name suggests, these equations are used to update the electric and magnetic field
components at each time step. An update cycle consists of two updates according to (11)–
(12). First, the value of the magnetic field component Hy at time n+1/2 is calculated using
the previous value at time n−1/2 and the values of the nearby electric field component Ez at
time n. Second, the value of the electric field component Ez at time n+1 is calculated using
the previous value at time n and the values of the nearby magnetic field component Hy at
time n + 1/2. Since each field component “jumps” 1/2 time step ahead of the other field
component, the scheme is commonly called the leapfrog algorithm. With this algorithm, the
values of the field variables are overwritten in each update cycle and it is not necessary to
record the time history of any variable.
It can be shown [2] that stability requirements impose a limit on the choice of the grid
spacing ∆x and the time step ∆t. The required relation between ∆x and ∆t in (11)–(12)




If this condition is not satisfied, the update equations (11)–(12) will support exponentially
growing solutions for both Ez and Hy. If these solutions exist, they will be inevitably
triggered by any practical excitation. Therefore, if equations (11)–(12) are to be used, the
criterion (13) must be strictly observed.
The FDTD method described above is applicable for time-varying fields that depend
only on one spatial dimension (the x dimension for the TEM case given above). In two and
three dimensions, the FDTD method is still applicable, with careful placement of the field
components in space and time according the central difference scheme. Regardless of the
number of dimensions in the problem, the electric and magnetic fields E , H are centered in
time in a leapfrog arrangement, as for the 1-D TEM problem described above. In space,
5
Figure 2: The spatial positioning of the six components of the electromagnetic field in a
single cell in the Yee lattice. Identical field components are located at all edges and faces
parallel to the ones shown here.
however, the staggered positioning of the field components for two and three dimensions
requires extra attention. Therefore, we mainly concentrate on the spatial arrangement of
the field components for two and three dimensions.
In three dimensions, the computational space is divided into cubic cells with dimensions
(∆x,∆y,∆z), forming a grid (called the Yee lattice, after Yee [3]). The six components of
the electromagnetic field Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz are positioned in space as shown in Fig. 2.
Note that the electric field components Ex, Ey, Ez are placed at the centers of the edges of
the grid cells and the magnetic field components Hx, Hy, Hz are placed at the centers of
the faces of the grid cells. This spatial arrangement lends itself beautifully to the central
difference approximation of the spatial derivatives of the field components. For example,












































The update equations for other field components can be written in a similar fashion [1, 2].
The key point to visualize is that each magnetic field component is surrounded by a square
loop formed by four electric field components and vice versa. In (14)–(15), these four
surrounding components are found in the central difference expressions within the square
brackets.
FDTD applications almost invariably include absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) that
absorb the incoming wave and thus emulate the extension of the finite geometry to infinity.
Among the different approaches to ABCs, the perfectly matched layer (PML) [2, 4–6] has
been the most popular. Another aspect of many FDTD applications is the extraction of
radiated field (or far-field) information from near-field information obtained directly through
FDTD simulation. For this purpose, near-field-to-far-field transformers (NFFFT) in free
space have been proposed and successfully applied [2, 7]. In scattering problems, it is usually
desirable to have a plane wave impinging on the scatterer under study. The incident wave
can be efficiently introduced into the FDTD analysis of such problems by the use of incident
wave source conditions [2]. The most widely used incident wave source condition method
is the total-field/scattered-field boundary (TF/SF boundary), or the plane-wave injector
method [2, 8, 9]. In this method, a special TF/SF boundary is formed and field corrections
are applied on this boundary. Since we consider only closed TF/SF boundaries in our study,
the terms TF/SF boundary and TF/SF box will be used interchangeably. In the case of
a TF/SF box, the corrections serve to inject the desired incident fields into the box. The
corrections are achieved by keeping track of the incident field values on the box at all times
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and carefully adding these values to the field components on the box. In this manner,
a perpetual contrast is maintained between the total fields (TF) inside the box and the
scattered fields (SF) outside the box.
Historically, initial implementations of the techniques mentioned above (PML, NFFFT
and TF/SF boundary) have been for free space. Some of these methods were later fully
or partially generalized to planar multilayered media. The generalization of the PML to
general multilayered media is quite straightforward [2]. However, full generalizations of the
NFFFT and the TF/SF plane-wave injector to general multilayered media have not yet been
documented. As mentioned before, the purpose of our work is achieving this generalization.
A brief description of our research can be found in Sections 1.3–1.5. In Section 1.3, we
present an introduction to the FDTD analysis of multilayered media. In Sections 1.4–
1.5, we present the history of the application of the NFFFT and the TF/SF boundary to
multilayered media, and briefly explain the contributions made by our research.
1.3 FDTD Analysis of Multilayered Media
One of the key advantages of the FDTD method is the simplicity of introducing material
non-uniformities into the problem. For example, variations in the dielectric constant ε of the
medium are simply introduced into the FDTD update equations by treating ε as a function
of position: ε = εi,j,k. For a multilayered medium with the x axis as the symmetry axis, the














The central difference scheme dictates that the dielectric constant εi be evaluated at the
same space position (i) as the electric field, Ez|ni . This is also true for three dimensions, an






















Figure 3: The FDTD modeling of a planar interface between two dielectric media. The




z in the grid cell are shown.
Note again that εi+1,j+1/2,k+1 is evaluated at the same space position (i+ 1, j + 1/2, k+ 1)
as the electric field, Ey|ni+1,j+1/2,k+1.
Despite the simplicity of introducing non-uniformities in the dielectric constant into
the FDTD update equations, appropriate placement of these non-uniformities into the Yee
lattice requires care. The purpose is to model the dielectric discontinuity while maintaining
second-order accuracy both in space and time. Even if the dielectric discontinuities coincide
with the faces of the grid cells, it is no trivial task to determine the effective permittivities
ε∗i,j,k that must be placed at the cell edges in the vicinity of the discontinuity. For arbitrary
variations of the dielectric constant, determining the values of these effective permittivities is
a very difficult task. However, for planar multilayered media, exact values for the effective
permittivities that are second-order accurate in space and time have been derived [10,
11]. The geometry of the grid associated with a planar interface between two media with
permittivities ε1 and ε2 is shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the planar interface is
parallel to the yz plane and at a distance d∆x from the nearest tangential field component
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in the positive x direction (without loss of generality, d < 1/2). The second-order accurate
tangential and normal effective permittivities ε∗y,z, ε
∗

























It was mentioned in the previous sections that the near-field-to-far-field transform (NFFFT)
method has not yet been generalized to general multilayered media. In this work, we present
a generalization of this technique to lossless multilayered media. The other technique that
we develop for use in the FDTD analysis of multilayered media is the total-field/scattered-
field (TF/SF) boundary method, or the plane-wave injector. Our research provides a gen-
eralization of this technique to general (possibly lossy) multilayered media. A historical
overview of the application of these techniques to the FDTD analysis of multilayered media
is given in the following two sections. Our contributions to the literature in this area is
given comparatively along with the overview.
1.4 NFFFT for Lossless Multilayered Media
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is frequently used to analyze the time-
domain response of multilayered media. Although the FDTD method is inherently a near-
field method, one is occasionally interested in the far-field response of the structure. As
mentioned in Section 1.2, the near-field-to-far-field transform (NFFFT) method is used for
this purpose. The geometry of the NFFFT for a lossless multilayered medium with N + 1
layers is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the structure A is radiating (or scattering) in the
presence of a multilayered medium. The uppermost layer is free space and the lowermost
layer is a dielectric half space with relative permittivity εrN . The finite layers indexed by
i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 are located between z = −hi−1 and z = −hi. For the NFFFT, there
is a virtual closed surface S in the near field that encloses the structure A. The surface
equivalence theorem [12] is invoked on the total tangential electric and magnetic near fields
Et, Ht on S obtained through FDTD simulation. The resulting equivalent geometry is
shown in Fig. 4(b). In the application of the equivalence theorem, the field-free volume




Figure 4: Geometry of the NFFFT for general lossless multilayered media. (a) The original
geometry. (b) The equivalent geometry.
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magnetic surface currents J t, Mt radiate in a perfect multilayered medium, for which the
pertinent Green functions may be used [13]. These Green functions provide the very link
between the near field and the far field, thereby constituting the basis of the near-field -to-
far-field transformer. However, as explained next, obtaining these Green functions poses
the greatest difficulty in deriving an efficient NFFFT for a general multilayered medium.
For radiation in free space, several frequency and time-domain near-field-to-far-field
transforms (NFFFT) that obtain the far field using the available FDTD near-field data
have been developed [2, 7]. The success of these methods is due to the simplicity of the
free-space dyadic Green function for the vector potentials. However, the Green functions
associated with multilayered geometries are much more complicated [13], which makes the
NFFFT harder to implement and computationally more expensive. A frequency-domain
NFFFT for a general lossy multilayered medium was introduced in [14]; and the method
was applied to a half-space configuration. For the grounded dielectric slab, an approximate
frequency-domain NFFFT has been reported in [15].
There has been very few attempts to develop a direct time-domain NFFFT for a mul-
tilayered medium (“direct time-domain” meaning that Fourier transforms are never used).
The direct time-domain NFFFT for free space is well known [2, 7], however; to the authors’
knowledge, the only direct time-domain NFFFT for a multilayered medium was given in
[16] for the special case of a lossy dielectric half-space. However, this method involves the
calculation of part of the far-field data by frequency-domain analysis followed by an inverse
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In this regard, the method does not follow a direct time-
domain approach. Our research offers a direct time-domain NFFFT for lossless multilayered
media, with on-the-fly calculation of the far-field waveform, as in [7].
Another advantage of the NFFFT introduced in our study is that it incorporates the
transmission-line analogy into the far-field derivation. This analogy is commonly used in the
derivation of Green functions for multilayered media [13, 17, 18]. Since the transmission-line
Green functions are well-documented and relatively easy to derive [19], their incorporation
into the method provides a common framework for successive generalization of the method
to more general lossless multilayered media, as will be seen in Chapter 2.
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An important point to be made is that our derivation considers only the radiated or
far-zone field, which decays as 1/r. Near the interfaces, cylindrical surface waves [13] may
exist, which decay as 1/
√
r. However, when the observation point is far away, the angular
range in which the surface wave dominates is negligible.
1.5 TF/SF Boundary for General Multilayered Media
One of the most useful features of the FDTD method is the possibility of efficiently intro-
ducing an incident plane wave into the grid. It was mentioned in Section 1.2 that the most
common technique used for this purpose is the total-field/scattered-field (TF/SF) boundary
technique [2, 20, 21], which had been initially developed for free-space and awaits full gen-
eralization to multilayered media. In our work, we present an efficient TF/SF plane-wave
source (or plane-wave injector) that is applicable for general lossy multilayered media. For
this purpose, a generalization of the free-space TF/SF formulation is introduced. As in the
free-space formulation, a special boundary, called the TF/SF boundary or the TF/SF box,
is formed in the FDTD grid, and field corrections are applied on this boundary at each
FDTD time step. The corrections serve the purpose of creating and isolating an incident
plane wave inside the box, and they follow directly from the values of the incident plane
wave on the TF/SF boundary. These field values are obtained numerically via an auxil-
iary FDTD simulation, which is carried out along with the main FDTD simulation. The
procedure for achieving this will be described in Chapter 3.
The geometry for the TF/SF plane-wave injector is shown in Fig. 5 for a 5-layer medium.
The TF/SF boundary is denoted by the rectangular prism that passes through the entire
multilayered structure. The axis of symmetry is z, and the planar interfaces between the
layers are represented by sheets with different shades of gray. The layers between the inter-
faces have relative permittivities εrn and conductivities σn, for n = 0 . . . 4. We restrict the
uppermost and lowermost layers to half spaces with constant permittivity and conductivity
(a perfectly-conducting half space is allowed for the lowermost layer). We also assume that
the material properties εrn , σn are independent of frequency, i.e., the only sources of dis-
persion are the frequency-independent conductivities of the layers. The uppermost layer is
13
Figure 5: Geometry of the plane-wave injector for general lossy multilayered media.
assumed to be lossless (σ0 = 0), which is justified by the need for a well-defined wavefront
for the incoming plane wave that does not disperse until it makes contact with the dielectric
layers. This wavefront is denoted by the wavy arrow in Fig. 5.
Being the central problem in any FDTD incident wave source, the a priori calculation
of the incident field in the presence of the multilayered medium poses the main difficulty.
Since the behavior of waves in a multilayered medium is much more complex than in free
space, the exact calculation of the incident field is usually very complicated. This is true
even for the simplest type of incident wave: the plane wave. The difficulty arises from the
fact that, in a multilayered medium, the incident plane wave consists of not only the initial
wavefront, but the numerous reflections from the boundaries of the layers as well.
A FDTD plane-wave injector for a simple multilayered medium such as a dielectric
half space can be easily constructed using the exact theoretical formula for the reflected
and transmitted fields, as done in [22]. The first FDTD plane-wave injector for a non-
trivial multilayered medium appears to have been introduced by Hsu and Carin [23]. They
developed a TF/SF boundary for injecting a plane wave on a 2-D scatterer (one that
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is invariant in one spatial dimension) placed on an ungrounded infinite dielectric slab. In
their implementation, they used the exact theoretical expression for the plane wave scattered
from the ungrounded dielectric slab. In this regard, the method is strictly limited to this
specific case. Furthermore, the method is only applicable when the direction of incidence
is perpendicular to the axis of invariance, namely, when the incident plane wave has no
variation along the axis of invariance. Recently, Yi et al. [24] introduced a generalization
of this technique. They allowed oblique incidence with respect to the axis of invariance and
removed the necessity of deriving theoretical formulas by obtaining the incident field via a
1-D auxiliary FDTD grid. Although their presentation was limited to a lossy ground, the
technique is potentially applicable to any lossy multilayered medium. This potential had
been partially recognized by Winton et al. [25]. They introduced a plane-wave injector for a
general lossy multilayered medium using the aforementioned 1-D-auxiliary-grid technique.
However, their analysis for lossy media includes a questionable step for the TEz case, which
will be discussed in further detail in Sec. 3.2. Furthermore, their TF/SF boundary extends
into the upper and lower PML regions, which makes obtaining the far field with a near-
field-to-far-field transform (NFFFT) impractical.
Neither of the above studies addresses vital issues such as the placement of the field
variables, stability assessment, excitation techniques, etc. The issue of instability, which
is encountered for large incidence angles, is an especially important one. In our work, we
present a complete development of the plane-wave injector for general multilayered media
by carefully assessing these issues. Our derivation also differs from that of Yi et al. [24] in
that it lends itself naturally to generalization to other types of dispersive media.
Finally, neither of the techniques described above considers the presence of inhomoge-
neous or evanescent plane waves [1]. The plane-wave injector presented in this study has
the capability of handling narrowband inhomogeneous plane waves as an extension of its
traditional function of injecting homogeneous plane waves. The reasons for the assumption
of a narrowband spectrum will be made clear in Chapter 3.
Compared to previous plane-wave injectors, the formulation introduced in our study
provides another key advantage: the possibility of incorporating the NFFFT into the FDTD
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analysis of scattering problems. This is because the developed TF/SF boundary does not
penetrate into the PML layer (see Fig. 5), and therefore can be enclosed by a NFFFT
surface. Hence, the plane-wave injector described here can be easily used together with the
NFFFT, as will be seen in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER II
NFFFT FOR LOSSLESS MULTILAYERED MEDIA
2.1 General Considerations
The geometry used for the NFFFT in general multilayered media was given previously in
Fig. 4(b), which is reproduced in Fig. 6 for convenience. The equivalent electric and
magnetic surface currents J t, Mt radiate in the presence of the (N + 1)-layered medium.
For representing the direction of observation, we employ the usual spherical coordinates
(r, θ, φ).
It is shown in Appendix A that the time-domain radiated electric field Er(r, t) in air
(uppermost half space with index 0) can be expressed as a superposition integral in terms
of the time-domain surface currents J t, Mt:





Fθ (θ, φ, t− r/c) θ̂ + Fφ (θ, φ, t− r/c) φ̂
]
, (19)









In these expressions, boldface script letter indicates a time varying vector. In the above
integral, tr = t+ (x′ cosφ sin θ+ y′ sinφ sin θ)/c is the lateral retarded time, and the vector
variables GEJ,EMθ,φ are defined by
GEJθ = −x̂Vei cosφ− ŷVei sinφ+ ẑZ0Vev sin θ/ε′r (21)
GEMθ = x̂Vev sinφ− ŷVev cosφ (22)
GEJφ = x̂Vhi sinφ cos θ − ŷVhi cosφ cos θ (23)
GEMφ = x̂Vhv cosφ cos θ + ŷVhv sinφ cos θ − ẑY0Vhi sin θ cos θ . (24)
In (20), the symbol  denotes the convolutional dot product, defined by
âA(t) b̂B(t) = (â · b̂)(A(t) ? B(t)) , (25)
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Figure 6: Equivalent geometry of the NFFFT for general lossless multilayered media.
in which A(t),B(t) are time-dependent scalar variables, â, b̂ are time-independent vectors,
and the symbol ? denotes convolution in time. In (21)–(24), ε′r denotes the relative permit-
tivity at the source point, Z0 = 1/Y0 =
√
µ0/ε0 is the wave impedance of free space, and
Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′) are quantities intimately related to time-domain transmission-line (TL)
Green functions (polarization superscript p is e (TM) or h (TE)) [17]. They constitute the
only part of the formulation in (19)–(24) that is dependent on the layering of the multilay-
ered structure in Fig. 6. Detailed expressions for these functions for specific multilayered
media (such as a dielectric half space, or a grounded dielectric slab) will be given in Section
2.2.
The results in (19)–(24) provide us with a direct link between the time-domain equivalent
surface currents J t, Mt in Fig. 6, and the radiated electric field Er(r, t) in the upper half
space. This link is the theoretical basis for the direct FDTD NFFFT that eliminates any
need for numerical inversion from frequency-domain to time-domain. The key aspect of
these results is that the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in (21)–(24) are in the form of an
impulse train (see Section 2.2 for details). This is a direct result of the non-dispersion
property of the multilayered medium. Owing to this phenomenon, the convolutions in
(20) reduce to multiple shifting-and-delaying operations. Therefore, a direct time-domain
NFFFT similar to the free-space NFFFT in [7] can be constructed for lossless multilayered
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media, which is explained next.
The NFFFT for free space involves keeping track of six storage arrays that are updated
after each FDTD time step. At the end of the simulation, these arrays are combined
appropriately to yield the far-field waveforms. From (20) and (21)–(24), we see that a
similar approach can be followed for the NFFFT for a lossless multilayered medium by
keeping track of ten arrays. These arrays are for the following waveforms:













anJα(r′, tr − τn)dS′ (26)

























anMα(r′, tr − τn)dS′ (28)












anMz(r′, tr − τn)dS′ , (29)
in which α is x or y, p is e or h, Jx,y,z,Mx,y,z refer to the x, y, z components of the surface
currents J t, Mt, and “?” denotes convolution in time. Although the coefficients an and
delays τn may be different for different arrays, a common notation has been used for the
sake of clarity.
The discrete-time far-field storage arrays representing the waveforms in (26)–(29) are
denoted as
W pα|n, W ez |n, Upα|n, Uhz |n . (30)
After each FDTD time step, the above arrays are updated by numerical integration over the
surface S, which is usually chosen to be the outer surface of a rectangular prism of FDTD
cells. The surface S is therefore naturally divided into smaller patches that correspond
to the faces of individual FDTD cells. The integrands in (26)–(29) are evaluated at the
center of each patch. Note that the convolutions in these integrands reduce to summations
of delayed replicas of the current waveforms, since Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) are simply impulse
trains. Remember that in the free space NFFFT, a single J or M value at a certain time
is used to update only a single future position in the arrays for U or W . Inspection of
(26)–(29) reveals that, in the NFFFT for lossless multilayered media, a single J or M
value at a certain time is used to update multiple future positions in the arrays for U or
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W . For example, the update for W ez (r, t) after an FDTD time step consists of the following
multiple recursive additions to the array W ez |n:
W ez |n+fk = W ez |n+fk + Jz|n ·∆S, k = 1, 2, . . . , (31)
in which Jz|n denotes the current value Jz(r′, tr) at the surface patch ∆S and lateral
retarded time tr, and fk = τk/∆t is the kth delay in terms of time steps. In the common
case when fk is not an integer, interpolation methods must be used to maintain second-order
accuracy [2].
After the FDTD simulation is finished, the arrays in (30) are post-processed according
to (19)–(24). The post-processing stage involves the interpolative time-alignment of the U
and W arrays (due to the half-time-step difference between E and H), additive combination
according to (21)–(24), and finally, time-differentiation according to (19).
2.2 Transmission-Line Green Functions
In this section, we provide expressions for the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in the far-field
formulation in (19)–(24). They are related (through a simple delay) to certain transmission-
line (TL) Green functions associated with the geometry, hence the name of the current
section. These TL Green functions, consequently Vpv (t| z′) and Vpi (t| z′), constitute the
geometry-dependent part of the NFFFT described in the previous section. In other words,
the implementation of the NFFFT for different multilayered media would differ only by the
details regarding these functions.
The transmission lines mentioned above are defined by the transmission-line equations

































These scalar transmission-line equations completely describe the behavior of the electromag-
netic field in the multilayered medium. The “voltages” in the TL represent the tangential
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(in the xy plane) components of the electric field, whereas the “currents” in the TL rep-
resent the tangential components of the magnetic field. The velocity of propagation v and
















εr − sin2 θ , (36)
in which c = (ε0µ0)−1/2 is the velocity of propagation in free space, and Z0 = (µ0/ε0)1/2
is the wave impedance in free space. Because the velocity of propagation v and the char-
acteristic impedances Zp are independent of frequency, the transmission lines defined by
(32)–(33) are non-dispersive, as is the underlying multilayered medium. Later in this sec-
tion, this property will be of invaluable help in the derivation of the Green functions for the
transmission lines.
It is shown in Appendix A that the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in (21)–(24) are given
by
Vpv (t| z′) = Vpv (z0, t+ z0 cos θ/c| z′) (37)
Vpi (t| z
′) = Vpi (z0, t+ z0 cos θ/c| z
′) , (38)
in which Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′) are the time-domain TL Green functions for the source
coordinates (z, t) = (z′, 0) and observation coordinates (z, t) = (z0, t). They are defined as
the voltage induced in the transmission line defined by (32) or (33) at the observation point
z0 at time t, created by an impulsive voltage/current at source point z′ at time t = 0. The
observation point z0 is arbitrary, provided that it is above the uppermost material interface,
i.e., z0 > 0. Note that the notation implies that the time-advance z0 cos θ/c cancels the
z0-dependence of Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′), and the final result V
p
v (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) becomes
independent of z0. This will be proven rigorously upon investigation of specific multilayered
media in the following subsections.
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It is now clear that the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′), which constitute the basis of the far-
field formulation in (19)–(24), are closely related to the transmission-line Green functions
Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′) for the transmission lines defined by (32)–(33). The derivation
of these TL Green functions is greatly aided by a schematic drawing of the transmission
line associated with the geometry. In Fig. 7, we provide the schematic drawing of the
transmission-line geometry associated with the general multilayered medium in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 7(a), the TL setting used for obtaining the Green function Vpv (z0, t| z′) is shown. The
impulsive voltage source (both in space and time) is applied at position z = z′ and time
t = 0 within the nth layer, and the voltage response Vpv (z0, t| z′) is observed at z = z0 in the
the uppermost layer. In Fig. 7(b), the TL setting used for obtaining the Green function
Vpi (z0, t| z′) is shown. The impulsive current source (both in space and time) is applied at
position z = z′ and time t = 0 within the nth layer, and the voltage response Vpi (z0, t| z′) is
observed at z = z0 in the the uppermost layer.
It should be noted that the TL Green functions Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′) are defined in
time domain. For the derivation of these functions, we shall use the well-known frequency-
domain results for the TL Green functions [19]. We start by writing the simple frequency-
domain TL Green functions V pv (z0|z′), V pi (z0|z′) for a uniform transmission line:











in which kp, Zp are the propagation constant and the wave impedance of the uniform
transmission line, respectively. Because the transmission line in Fig. 7 is non-dispersive,
the inversion of the frequency-domain results in (39)–(40) to time domain can be performed
quite easily. After this inversion, we arrive at the following result for the time-domain TL
Green functions:
Vpv (z0, t|z′) =
sgn(z0 − z)
2





δ (t− |z0 − z|/c) , (42)
in which δ(·) denotes the impulse function, and c = ω/kp is the velocity of propagation in
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: The transmission-line geometry associated with the multilayered medium in Fig.
6. (a) Voltage excitation. (b) Current excitation.
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the uniform transmission line. The interpretation of (41)–(42) is quite intuitive: A time-
domain voltage impulse applied to the TL as in Fig. 7(a) immediately creates two impulsive
(in space) voltage waves traveling in opposite directions in the TL, with opposite signs and
half the amplitude of the original voltage impulse. Similarly, a time-domain current impulse
applied to the TL as in Fig. 7(b) immediately creates two impulsive current waves traveling
in opposite directions in the TL, with opposite signs and half the amplitude of the original
current impulse.
The TL Green functions (39)–(42) were derived for a uniform transmission line; however,
our transmission line in Fig. 7 is piecewise-continuous. The effect of the discontinuities in
the TL on the time-domain TL Green functions in (41)–(42) is the addition of reflected and
transmitted impulses to the TL Green function, apart from the two impulses created right
after the application of the impulsive voltage/current in Fig. 7(a)/7(b). The mechanism
of reflection and transmission at the discontinuities in the TL is very simple, due to the
non-dispersion of the TL. For example, when the upward-traveling impulsive voltage wave
in Fig. 7(a) impinges on the boundary at z = −hn−1, an impulsive wave of amplitude
Γpn,n−1/2 is reflected back into the n
th layer, and impulsive wave of amplitude Υpn,n−1/2 is
transmitted into the (n − 1)th layer. The coefficients Γpn,n−1 and Υ
p
n,n−1 are the reflection

















It is seen from (35)–(36) that the characteristic impedances Zp are independent of fre-
quency. This also makes the reflection and transmission coefficients in (43)–(44) indepen-
dent of frequency, which is the main reason for the preservation of the impulsive shape in
the reflection/transmission process. As a side note, we mention the following interesting
fact: Upon substitution of (35)–(36) into (43)–(44) quickly reveals that the coefficients in
(43)–(44) are Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients for plane-wave incidence with
polarization p at a planar interface [12].
We now have all the information required for the derivation of the TL Green functions
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Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′). We know that an impulsive excitation applied at z = z′ creates two
impulses traveling in the opposite direction, and these impulsive waves obey very simple
propagation and reflection rules dictated by (41)–(42) and (43)–(44). However, keeping
track of the reflected and transmitted impulses is generally not a trivial task. In fact, the
reflected and transmitted impulses can be written in closed form only for N ≤ 2, where
N + 1 is the number of layers in the multilayered medium in Fig. 6. For N > 2, recursive
relations can be derived between the impulse trains observed at different positions in the TL.
The recursive nature of these relations allows for easy translation to computer code, since
recursive calls to functions are supported by almost every major programming language,
including Fortran and C.
In the following subsections, we consider multilayered media of increasing complexity,
and provide expressions for Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′) in each geometry. We describe only the deriva-
tion of Vpv (t| z′) in detail, since Vpi (t| z′) can be obtained from V
p
v (t| z′) via multiplication by
Zp and a sign change for the downward-propagating impulse, see (41)–(42).
2.2.1 Dielectric Half-Space
The dielectric half space is a two-layered medium with air as the uppermost layer and lossless
dielectric half space with relative permittivity εr as the lowermost layer. The geometry of
the dielectric half space is shown in Fig. 8(a). The electric and magnetic surface currents
J t, Mt on S are radiating in the presence of the dielectric half space. The radiated electric
field due to these currents are given by (19) with (20)–(24). For obtaining the time-domain
functions Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′), we consider the transmission-line geometry associated with the
dielectric half space, shown in Fig. 8(b). We focus primarily on Vpv (t| z′), hence only the
voltage-excitation case is shown in Fig. 8(b). The results for the current-excitation case
can be obtained trivially from those for the voltage-excitation case, as mentioned in the
previous section.




Figure 8: The geometry of the dielectric half space. (a) The geometry of the medium. (b)
The associated transmission-line geometry (with voltage excitation.)
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reflection/transmission coefficients for the TL in Fig. 8(b) are obtained as follows:
v =




0 = Z0 cos θ, z > 0
Ze1 = Z0
√





0 = Z0/ cos θ, z > 0
Zh1 = Z0/
√

















In Fig. 8(b), a unit-amplitude impulsive voltage source is applied at the source point z = z′
above the interface. As shown previously in this section, this impulsive excitation creates
two impulsive (in space) voltage waves traveling in opposite directions in the TL, with
opposite signs and amplitude 1/2. These waves are shown by the two wavy arrows in Fig.
8(b). The upward-traveling wave propagates with velocity v0 = c/ cos θ [from (45)] and










The downward-traveling wave in Fig. 8(b) propagates in the −z direction with with velocity
v0, until it comes in contact with the interface at z = 0. At this point, it splits into two
impulsive waves: one being reflected back into the upper half space, and the other being
transmitted into the lower half space. The reflected wave makes the following contribution












whereas the downward-traveling component makes no contribution to the voltage at z = z0,
since the dielectric half space extends to infinity in the −z direction, hence the impulsive
wave does not reflect from any discontinuity. Combining (49)–(50), and applying the time-
advance z0 cos θ/c in (37), we obtain the following expression for Vpv (t| z′) when z′ > 0:



















, z′ > 0 (51)
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If the source point in Fig. 8(b) is below the interface (z′ < 0), the impulsive waves reaching
the observation point z = z0 follow a different route. After the application of the impulsive
excitation, two impulsive waves are created in the lower half space. The downward-traveling
wave goes into the lower half space and does not reflect from anything. The upward-traveling
wave propagates in the lower half space with velocity v1 = c/
√
εr − sin2 θ [from (45)] before
reaching the interface at z = 0. At the interface, it splits into two impulsive waves: one
being transmitted into the upper half space, and the other being reflected back into the













whereas the reflecting wave goes into the lower half space and makes no contribution to the
voltage at z = z0. Similar to the case for z′ > 0, we apply the time-advance z0 cos θ/c in
(37) to (52), and obtain the following expression for Vpv (t| z′) when z′ < 0:









, z′ < 0 (53)
In summary, the function Vpv (t| z′) for the dielectric half space can be written as the com-
bination of (51) and (53), covering every case for z′:





























, z′ < 0 .
(54)
To obtain Vpi (t| z′), (54) is multiplied by Zp and the sign of the second term for z′ > 0 is


































, z′ < 0 .
(55)
2.2.2 Grounded Dielectric Slab
The grounded dielectric slab is a three-layered medium with air as the uppermost layer,
a lossless dielectric slab with relative permittivity εr as the middle layer, and a perfectly-
conducting ground as the lowermost layer. The geometry of the grounded dielectric slab is
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shown in Fig. 9. The electric and magnetic surface currents J t, Mt on S are radiating in
the presence of the grounded dielectric slab. The radiated electric field due to these currents
are given by (19) with (20)–(24). For obtaining the time-domain functions Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′),
we consider the transmission-line geometry associated with the grounded dielectric slab,
shown in Fig. 9(b). Again, we focus primarily on Vpv (t| z′), hence only the voltage-excitation
case is shown in Fig. 9(b). The results for the current-excitation case can be obtained
trivially from those for the voltage-excitation case.
We define the propagation velocities vn, characteristic impedances Z
p
n and reflection/
transmission coefficients Γpmn, Υ
p
mn in Fig. 9(b) in the exact same manner as in the previous
section, (45)–(48). Using these definitions, we are now ready to derive the time-domain
function Vpv (t| z′) by following a similar method as we did in the previous section, namely,
by keeping track of the impulses reflected and transmitted at the material interfaces.
In Fig. 9(b), a unit impulsive excitation is applied at z = z′ above the grounded
dielectric slab (the case in which the source is inside the slab will be considered later.) This
excitation creates two impulses traveling in opposite directions, +z and −z. The impulsive
wave traveling in the +z direction with amplitude 1/2 makes the following contribution to










The first contribution of the impulsive wave traveling in the −z direction is the impulse












The remaining contribution comes from the impulse that is transmitted into the region
z < 0. Reaching the interface z = 0− after being reflected from the short circuit at z = −h,























Figure 9: The geometry of the grounded dielectric slab. (a) The geometry of the medium.
(b) The associated transmission-line geometry (with voltage excitation.)
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This impulse train represents the voltage induced at z = 0+ by an impulsive voltage wave
at z = 0− traveling in the +z direction. It should be noted that Vp(t) is an infinite impulse
train, due to the infinite number of reflections within the slab. In practice, one has to
truncate the impulse train at a certain point. Fortunately, the individual impulses decay
exponentially in (59), since |Γp10| < 1 unless θ = π/2 (grazing angle). It therefore follows
that for θ ≈ π/2, more impulses must be included in Vp(t), and the computational burden
in (31) increases.
Adding the contributions (56)–(58) and applying the time-advance in (37), we obtain
the following expression for Vpv (t| z′) when z′ > 0:































For z′ < 0, the derivation of Vpv (z0, t| z′) follows along the same lines. The contribution of
























Adding the contributions (61)–(62) and applying the time-advance in (37), we obtain the
following expression for Vpv (t| z′) when −h < z′ < 0:



















In summary, the function Vpv (t| z′) for the grounded dielectric slab can be written as the
combination of (60) and (63), covering every case for z′:















































) , −h < z′ < 0 .
(64)
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To obtain Vpi (t| z′), (64) is multiplied by Zp, and the signs of all but the first terms are






















































) , −h < z′ < 0 .
(65)
The difference between the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) for the dielectric half space [(54)
and (55)] and those for the grounded dielectric slab [(64) and (65)], is a very crucial one:
The functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) for the grounded dielectric slab are infinite impulse trains,
unlike those for the dielectric half space, which are finite in duration. The infinite nature
of these functions is a result of the infinite number of reflections within the slab, and is
quantified by the function Vp(t) given in (59). In the discussion following (59), it was
noted that this infinite impulse train has to be truncated in practical applications, and this
truncation is almost always possible since |Γp10| < 1 (unless θ = π/2). As the number of
impulses taken for the truncated Vp(t) increases, the computational burden on the NFFFT
increases. Specifically, the increased burden is manifested as an increased number of updates
in the multiple-updating of the arrays U and W at each time step, as indicated in (31).
The total number of impulses in Vp(t) is usually reasonable unless θ ≈ 90◦ (grazing angle),
for which |Γp10| ≈ 1 in (59). In that case, the amplitudes of the delayed impulses decay
slowly. As a measure of the mentioned computational burden, we can estimate the number
of reflections that have amplitudes above a certain fixed threshold K. From the Taylor
series expansions of (48) with (46)–(47) evaluated around θ = π/2, it can be shown that
the number of reflections with amplitude above K becomes, as θ → π/2,
n ≈
√
εr − 1 lnK
2
(θ − π/2)−1 . (66)
Hence, the overhead increases as the inverse of (θ − π/2) when θ is close to π/2.
Finally, note that the bottom face of the NFFFT box in Fig. 9 coincides with the ground
plane. This is usually desirable because the ground plane cancels the effect of the equivalent
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electric current J t and allows us to discard the bottom face in the transform process.
2.2.3 Ungrounded Dielectric Slab
The ungrounded dielectric slab is a three-layered medium with air as the uppermost layer,
a lossless dielectric slab with relative permittivity εr1 as the middle layer, and a lossless
dielectric half space with relative permittivity εr2 as the lowermost layer. The geometry
of the ungrounded dielectric slab is shown in Fig. 10. The electric and magnetic surface
currents J t, Mt on S are radiating in the presence of the ungrounded dielectric slab. The
radiated electric field due to these currents are given by (19) with (20)–(24). For obtaining
the time-domain functions Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′), we consider the transmission-line geometry
associated with the ungrounded dielectric slab, shown in Fig. 10(b). Again, we focus
primarily on Vpv (t| z′); the results for the current-excitation follow trivially from those for
the voltage-excitation case.
In Fig. 10(b), the propagation velocities vn, characteristic impedances Z
p
n, and reflec-
tion/transmission coefficients Γpmn, Υ
p
mn are defined in accordance with the numbering for
the layers in the piecewise-continuous medium:
vn = c/
√
εrn − sin2 θ n = 0, 1, 2 (67)
Zen = Z0
√
εrn − sin2 θ/εrn n = 0, 1, 2 (68)
Zhn = Z0/
√
εrn − sin2 θ n = 0, 1, 2 (69)
Γpmn = Υ
p





n = 0, 1, 2 (70)
The derivation of the function Vpv (t| z′) for the ungrounded dielectric slab is very similar to
that for the grounded dielectric slab in the previous subsection. The major difference here
is that three cases must be considered for the position of the source point z′ instead of two.
As we did for the previous cases, we start with the case with z′ > 0. The impulsive voltage
excitation at z′ creates two impulsive voltage waves traveling in the +z and −z directions.
The upward-traveling wave makes the following direct contribution to the observed voltage













Figure 10: The geometry of the ungrounded dielectric slab. (a) The geometry of the
medium. (b) The associated transmission-line geometry (with voltage excitation.)
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The downward-traveling wave splits into two parts at the interface at z = 0. The reflected






































nδ (t− 2nh/v1) , (74)
and represents the voltage induced at z = 0+ by an impulsive voltage wave at z = 0−
traveling in the +z direction. This function is essentially a generalization of the similar
one defined for the grounded dielectric slab in (59), in which Γp12 = −1 because of the total
reflection from the perfectly-conducting ground plane.
Combining the contributions in (71)–(73) and applying the time advance z0 cos θ/c in
(37), we obtain the following expression for Vpv (t| z′) when z′ > 0:


































When the source point is inside the dielectric slab (−h < z′ < 0), the impulsive excita-
tion again creates two impulsive waves, one propagating toward the interface at z = 0, the



























The function Vp(t) is again defined by (74). Combining the contributions in (76)–(77) and
applying the time advance z0 cos θ/c in (37), we obtain the following expression for Vpv (t| z′)
when −h < z′ < 0:





















The major difference between the the ungrounded and grounded dielectric slab is that
the surface currents below z′ = −h contribute to the radiated field for in the presence of
the ungrounded dielectric slab. Therefore, we consider a third case, in which z′ < −h. The















Applying the time advance z0 cos θ/c in (37), the function Vpv (t| z′) for z′ < −h is given by












In summary, the function Vpv (t| z′) for the ungrounded dielectric slab can be written as
the combination of (75), (78) and (80), covering every case for z′:































































, z′ < −h .
(81)
To obtain Vpi (t| z′), (81) is multiplied by Zp, and the signs of all but the first terms are






































































, z′ < −h .
(82)
2.2.4 General Lossless Multilayered Media
The NFFFT geometry for a general multilayered medium with N + 1 layers is as shown
earlier in Fig. 6, and the associated transmission-line geometries are as shown in Fig. 7.
The uppermost layer is free space and the lowermost layer is a dielectric half space with
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relative permittivity εrN . The finite layers indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , N−1 are located between
z = −hi−1 and z = −hi.
In contrast to the simpler cases considered in the previous subsections, the functions
Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′) for the general multilayered medium in Fig. 6 cannot be obtained in closed
form. However, computer implementation offers the possibility of obtaining these functions
recursively, as will be explained shortly. Almost all the information contained in these
functions can be computed off-line using a recursive algorithm and the simple dependence
on z′ (vertical coordinate of the source current on the NFFFT box) can be easily accounted
for during each cycle of the on-the-fly NFFFT.
In the TL geometry in Fig. 7, the impulsive voltage source is located in medium n,
between z = −hn−1 and z = −hn. The propagation velocities vn, characteristic impedances




mn are defined in accordance with the
numbering for the layers in the piecewise-continuous medium:
vn = c/
√
εrn − sin2 θ n = 0, 1, . . . (83)
Zen = Z0
√
εrn − sin2 θ/εrn n = 0, 1, . . . (84)
Zhn = Z0/
√
εrn − sin2 θ n = 0, 1, . . . (85)
Γpmn = Υ
p





n = 0, 1, . . . , m = n± 1 (86)
The driving impulsive voltage in the nth layer creates two impulsive (in space) voltage
waves traveling in opposite opposite directions in the TL, with opposite signs and half the
amplitude of the original voltage impulse, as shown in Fig. 7. We can write the following
expression for Vpv (t| z′):












































, n = N .
(87)
As in the previous subsections, the function Vpi (t| z′) is obtained from V
p
v (t| z′) via multi-
plication by Zpn, and a sign change for the downward-traveling component created after the
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, n = N .
(88)
The definitions of Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in (87)–(88) are generalizations of those for the dielectric
half space and the grounded/ungrounded dielectric slab in (54), (64),(81) and (55), (65),(82).
Similarly, the function Vpi,j(t) in (87)–(88) is a generalization of the functions Vp(t) in (59)
and (74). It is defined as the voltage waveform created at position z = 0+ and time t by an
impulsive voltage wave in medium i, infinitesimally close to the interface between interface
between medium i and medium j and traveling toward medium j at time t = 0. Although
closed-form expressions exist for Vp(t) in (59) and (74), the generalized function Vpi,j(t)




























These relations simply describe the dispersionless transmission and reflection of an impulsive
wave at the interface between media n and n + 1. Since |Γp| < 1, the amplitudes of the
recursively called functions Vpi,j eventually decrease as the recursion code moves higher in
the stack. Therefore, a lower threshold for these amplitudes can be incorporated into the
code as a legitimate stopping condition for the recursion. Another special condition is
reached within the recursion when one of the indexes i, j corresponds to the uppermost or
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lowermost half spaces. For these cases, (89)–(90) simplify to
















for the upper half space and
















for the lower half space. These special conditions simply state that an impulsive waveform
transmitted into medium 0 or medium N will not be reflected from any other discontinuity.
Once the functions Vpi,j are determined recursively off-line, they can be used in (87)–(88)
within the FDTD time stepping. The z′ dependence in (87) can be simply accounted for
by introducing a time delay t→ t± z′/v0.
2.3 Radiated Electric Field in The Lowermost Half Space
Up to this point, we have only considered the radiated electric field in the uppermost half
space with index 0 in Fig. 6. In some cases, one might be interested in the radiated electric
field in the lowermost half space with index N . This corresponds to the range π/2 < θ ≤ π
for the angle variable θ. In this section, we will extend the results obtained in the previous
sections to allow for this possibility. The corresponding geometry is given also by Fig. 6,
with a minor change: The lowermost layer is air (εr2 = 1), and the uppermost layer is
arbitrary (εr0 6= 1).
It can be shown that the expressions for the radiated electric field given in (19)–(24)
change sign for the lowermost half space, i.e., π/2 < θ ≤ π. Moreover, the expressions for
the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) must be modified. We will not go into the same details for
the derivation of these functions as we did in the previous section. Here, we will only present
the results for a specific case, namely, the ungrounded dielectric slab. Note that the results
for free space, dielectric half space and grounded dielectric slab are merely special cases of
the result for the ungrounded dielectric slab. The general result for a general multilayered
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medium can also be obtained by following the recursive method described in Section 2.2.4,
but the details are not given here. The functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) for the ungrounded
dielectric slab are





















































































































































) , z′ < −h .
(96)
In the above expressions, the transmission-line velocities vn are
vn = c/
√










nδ (t− 2nh/v1) . (98)
2.4 Comparison with Exact Results
In this section, we present a verification of the FDTD NFFFT method described in the
previous sections by comparing the FDTD simulation results with exact theoretical formulas
available in the literature [26–28]. Specifically, the concise formulation in [27] regarding the






Figure 11: Time-domain radiation from infinitesimal (Hertzian) electric dipoles embedded
in a grounded dielectric slab. (a) The geometry for the horizontal electric dipole (HED). (b)
The θ̂ component of the time-domain radiated electric field at θ = φ = π/4 created by the
HED in (a). (c) The geometry for the vertical electric dipole (VED). (d) The θ̂ component
of the time-domain radiated electric field at θ = φ = π/4 created by the VED in (c).
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will be considered. The geometry is shown in Fig. 11(a) for a horizontal electric dipole
(HED), and in Fig. 11(c) for a vertical electric dipole (VED). The ŷ and ẑ oriented dipoles
in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(c) are both located at z = −d, d = 1 mm, in the dielectric
slab with εr = 2.5, and thickness h = 2 mm. Both dipoles are driven by a differentiated
Gaussian current waveform:










· δ(x) δ(y) δ(z + d) ,
(99)
in which τ = 5 ps, n = 6, and â = ŷ or ẑ. The infinitesimal Hertzian dipoles are modeled in
the FDTD method by a single current element on the edge of a grid cell. The θ̂ component
of the radiated electric field at θ = φ = π/4 is shown in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(d) for the
HED and VED, respectively. The field is advanced by r/c and normalized by (J0/∆)Z0/r,
where ∆ = 0.1 mm is the FDTD grid spacing. The solid lines denote the results obtained
by the FDTD NFFFT method, and the dotted lines denote the theoretical results obtained
using eq. (4)–(5) in [27]. For both the HED and VED, the FDTD results are in very good
agreement with the theory.
2.5 Examples
In this section, we apply the NFFFT described in the previous sections to the FDTD analysis
of radiation in different multilayered media. Specifically, we demonstrate examples for the
dielectric half space and the grounded dielectric slab. Additional examples will be provided
for the ungrounded dielectric slab in Chapter 4, where the NFFFT is used in conjunction
with the plane-wave injector developed in Chapter 3.
As an example of the NFFFT for the dielectric half space, we consider a thin cylindrical
dipole radiating on top of a dielectric ground. As examples of the NFFFT for the grounded
dielectric slab, we consider the radiation from a length of microstrip line, and the radiation
from a microstrip bend.
An example of time-domain radiation in the presence of a dielectric half space is shown
in Fig. 12(a). A thin cylindrical dipole of length L is radiating at the interface between




Figure 12: Dipole radiation in the presence of a dielectric half space with relative permit-
tivity εr. (a) The geometry of the problem. (b) The radiated electric field Ey(t) at θ = 0
(along the z-axis) for εr = 1 (solid line) and εr = 10 (dashed line).
Gaussian voltage:
V (t) = V0e−((t−nτ)/τ)
2/2 . (100)
In Fig. 12(b), the time-domain radiated electric field (normalized by V0/r) at θ = 0 (along
the z axis) is given for the following parameters: L = 1 m, τ = 0.283 ns, n = 3. The solid
line represents the radiated field in free space, while the dashed line represents the radiated
field in the presence of the dielectric half space with εr = 10. The difference between
the propagation velocity of the signal on the dipole in the free space case (εr = 1) and
the dielectric half-space case (εr = 10) can be compared to numerical formulas obtained
in [29]. In fact, inspection of the signal peaks in Fig. 12(b) reveals a velocity ratio of
vfree/vdiel ≈ 2.35, which is in accordance with the results given in [29].
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Figure 13: The geometry of the microstrip line.
Now, we consider the usage of the NFFFT described in the previous sections in the pres-
ence of a grounded dielectric slab. Specifically, we analyze the radiation from a microstrip
line and a microstrip bend. This should be of interest in problems involving pulsed signals
transmitted on microstrip circuits, which is a practical issue encountered in contemporary
digital computer circuit design.
First, we consider the radiation from a finite length of microstrip line on an infinite
substrate. The geometry considered in this example is shown in Fig. 13. The physical
parameters for the line are w = h = 2 mm, L = 570 mm, and εr = 2.5. The characteristic
resistance of the line is determined from the empirical formulas given in [30], and matched
terminations with this resistance are placed at the source and load ends of the line using
the method described in [2]. The driving voltage is the Gaussian pulse V0e−t
2/2τ2 with the
characteristic time τ = 240 ps. This corresponds to a 1%-amplitude (-40 dB) bandwidth
of 2 GHz, which is approximately the maximum frequency that allows the quasi-TEM
assumption for propagation on this line [31].
After analyzing this structure with the FDTD method, the NFFFT is used on the surface
of a rectangular box containing the line to obtain the time-domain radiated electric field in
different planes orthogonal to the ground plane. The results, scaled by V0/r and advanced
in time by r/c, are shown in Figs. 14(a)–(c). Each graph gives the time history of the field
at a particular angle ψ in the yz plane (Fig. 14(a)), or xz plane (Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(c)).
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The time axis is normalized by τL =
√
εreL/c, which is the time for the quasi-TEM wave to
travel the length of the line. Here, εre is the relative effective permittivity for propagation of
the quasi-TEM wave on the microstrip line [30]. The electric field in each graph is positive
on the side of the time axis for which ψ̂ points away from the axis (clockwise direction).
The dashed curves W1 and W2 represent spherical wavefronts centered at the source and
termination, respectively. These results clearly support the well-known fact that radiation
occurs at the feed and the termination [1]. The fact that there are only two wavefronts
present strongly suggests that there is very little reflection from the load; which has indeed
been verified by the observation of the electric field normal to the surface of the microstrip
line.
The φ̂ component of the radiated electric field (where φ̂ is the unit vector pointing in
the y direction) in the yz plane is zero (which is expected due to symmetry), so only the
ψ̂ component is shown in Fig. 14(a). In the xz plane, however, both ψ̂ and φ̂ components
are present. These components are shown in Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(c), respectively. It
is apparent from Fig. 14(b) that the electric field radiated by the traveling-wave antenna
formed by the microstrip line does not merely reside on planes passing through the axis
of the microstrip line (y axis in our example), as would be expected for a thin traveling-
wave antenna in free-space [1]. The cross-polarized component in Fig. 14(b) results from
the upward and downward currents (along the z axis) in the source and load regions,
respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 14(c) indicates that the component of the radiated electric
field that is tangential to the ground plane diminishes at the grazing angle, which is expected
since the tangential electric field must vanish on the ground plane.
Note the differentiated Gaussian shape of the radiation, which is unlike the Gaussian
shape of the radiation from a similar traveling-wave antenna in free space. This difference
is due to the presence of the ground plane. The presence of the ground plane also greatly
reduces the amount of energy radiated by the transmission line as compared to that radiated
by the antenna [1]. For example, the maximum of |Eψ| (scaled) in Fig. 14(a) for ψ = 90◦ is
4.65 · 10−3. For comparison, the maximum of |Eψ| at ψ = 90◦ for a traveling- wave antenna





Figure 14: Time-domain radiation from a length of microstrip line. (a) The ψ̂ component
of the the time-domain radiated electric field at different angles in the yz plane. (b) The ψ̂
component, and (c) the φ̂ component of the time-domain radiated electric field at different
angles in the xz plane.
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Figure 15: The geometry of the microstrip bend.
Next, we consider an extension of the straight microstrip line considered above; namely,
the microstrip line with a right-angle bend shown in Fig. 15. The physical parameters for
the bend are the same as those for the microstrip line. The radiation from the microstrip
bend in the xz and yz plane is given in Fig. 16 and 17, respectively. In both figures, the
first subfigure [16(a),17(a)] shows the ψ̂ component of the radiated electric field, and the
second subfigure [16(b),17(b)] shows the φ̂ component of the radiated electric field. The
electric field in each graph is positive on the side of the time axis for which ψ̂ points away
from the axis (clockwise direction). The dashed curves W1, W2 and W3 represent spherical
wavefronts centered at the source, bend, and termination, respectively. The new feature in
this example is obviously wavefront W2, which is due to the discontinuity at the bend. It
will now be shown that the radiation from the structure in Fig. 15, including the radiation
from the bend, can be explained in terms of the results already obtained for the simpler
structure in Fig. 13, by the use of a simple model for the bent microstrip line.
As we did for the previous example, we have examined the fields on the surface of the
bent microstrip line, and observed that there is very little reflection from the bend. This
observation naturally leads us to a simple, conceptual model for the bent microstrip line.
Specifically, we will assume that the microstrip bend consists of two microstrip line segments
(as in Fig. 13) at a right angle to each other and joined together at the point of the bend.




Figure 16: Time-domain radiation from a microstrip bend (xz plane). (a) The ψ-
component, and (b) the φ-component of the time-domain radiated electric field at different




Figure 17: Time-domain radiation from a microstrip bend (yz plane). (a) The ψ-
component, and (b) the φ-component of the time-domain radiated electric field at different
angles in the yz plane.
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cancels the currents in the source region of the second segment. This model implies that
the radiation from a bent microstrip line (as in Fig. 15) is the sum of the contributions of
two microstrip lines (as in Fig. 13), joined together at right angles at the point of the bend.
In light of this model, we can make meaningful comparisons between Figs. 16–17 and
Fig. 14. For example, we readily observe that Fig. 16(b) is exactly the same as Fig.
14(c). This is simply because the φ̂ component of the radiation is solely due to the first
segment of the microstrip bend; and the φ̂ response of this segment was already given in
the previous example by Fig. 14(c). In a similar fashion, Fig. 14(b) can be interpreted as
the ψ̂ component of the electric field radiated by the first segment in our microstrip bend
model. Adding this contribution to the (spatially inverted and delayed) ψ̂ response of the
second segment that is given by Fig. 14(a), we obtain Fig. 16(a).
Similar comparisons can be made between Fig. 17 and Fig. 14. As above, we observe
that Fig. 17(b) is almost identical to Fig. 14(c). This is simply because the φ̂ component
of the radiation is due to the second segment of the microstrip bend; and the φ̂ response
of this segment was already given in the previous example by Fig. 14(c). The additional
delays in Fig. 17(b) are simply due to the shifting of the origin from the beginning of the
second segment to the beginning of the first segment. In a similar fashion, Fig. 14(b) can
be interpreted as the ψ̂ component of the electric field radiated by the second segment in
our microstrip bend model. Adding this contribution to the ψ̂ response of the first segment
that is given by Fig. 14(a), we obtain Fig. 17(a). The extra delays in Fig. 17(a) are again
due to the shifting of the origin.
In summary, it can be stated that the quasi-TEM wave turns the right-angle corner with
little difficulty, radiating small amounts of energy (see the previous section for quantitative
results) at the source, bend and termination regions.
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CHAPTER III
TF/SF BOUNDARY FOR GENERAL MULTILAYERED MEDIA
The geometry for the TF/SF boundary (or the plane-wave injector) was presented previously
in Section 1.5, Fig. 5, which is reproduced in Fig. 18 for convenience. It was stated in
Section 1.5 that the TF/SF boundary technique relies entirely on the a priori knowledge
of the incident wave (a plane wave in our case) in the presence of the multilayered medium.
Therefore, the principal purpose of this chapter is to obtain the plane wave incident on the
multilayered medium, along with all the reflections from the material interfaces.
3.1 Solving for the Incident Field
3.1.1 Formulation
The first step in solving for any electromagnetic field is to observe the symmetries inherent
in the geometry and the excitation. The most obvious symmetry in the plane-wave injector
setting in Fig. 18 is the invariance of both the geometry and the incident plane wave in
a direction that is perpendicular to a plane called the principal plane, represented by the
gray sheet G in Fig. 19. Without loss of generality, we assume that G coincides with the
xz plane, so there is no variation in the y direction. This plane contains both the direction
of propagation k̂i for the incident wave and the axis of symmetry z for the multilayered
medium. From the aforementioned symmetry, it follows that the incident plane wave at
any point in space can be obtained by projection onto G. In the following analysis, we will
therefore be concerned with the solution of the incident field on the two-dimensional plane
G.
The preceding simplification to two dimensions is by no means unique to the plane wave.
In fact, it is valid for any two-dimensional source, an example of which is an infinite current
filament with uniform current perpendicular to the principal plane G in Fig. 19. Owing
to its relative simplicity, it is possible to find much deeper symmetries for the plane wave,
which allows further simplification to one dimension. This reduction is explained next.
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Figure 18: Geometry of the plane-wave injector for general lossy multilayered media.
Figure 19: Principal plane G for the incident plane wave.
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At every interface in the multilayered structure, the component of the phase velocity
tangential to the interface (x component) must be the same. If c0 is the speed of light in
the lossless uppermost medium (n = 0), then vx = c0/ sin θ in all layers, where θ is the
angle between k̂i and ẑ, see Fig. 19. This statement is equivalent to what is called phase
matching in frequency domain. Now any component of the electromagnetic field in any layer
can be written as a function of only two variables: z and t−x/vx = t−x sin θ/c0. Thus the
partial derivatives with respect to time and with respect to the spatial variable x are simply
related. After using this relationship for derivatives and the invariance with respect to y,
Maxwell’s equations can be split into two independent sets. 1 The first set of equations has
only one component to the electric field, Ey, and this component is perpendicular to the
plane G, so this set of equations is referred to as transverse electric (TE). After introducing

















εr0 sin θ Eh .
(TE) (101)
The second set of equations has only one component to the magnetic field, Hy, and this com-
ponent is perpendicular to the plane G, so this set of equations is referred to as transverse

























In (101) and (102), εr and εr0 denote the relative permittivities at the field position and the
uppermost layer, respectively, and Z0 = 1/Y0 = (µ0/ε0)1/2. For simplicity, it is assumed
that there is no loss, i.e., the relative permittivity εr is real. The results will be generalized
1This procedure is described comprehensively in [17], but their results are given in frequency domain.
Although our time-domain results can be obtained directly from [17] using inverse Fourier transformation,
we have also provided a pure time-domain derivation in Appendix C.
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to lossy media in the following section.
The behavior of the incident field, which consists of the initial plane wave incident from
the uppermost layer and all of the reflections at the interfaces, is completely described
by the first two equations in each set, (101) and (102). Notice that they are the familiar
transmission-line (TL) equations for propagation in the direction z, and that they only
involve components of the field that are transverse to z: Eh,Hh for TE and Ee,He for TM.
These equations must be discretized for use in the FDTD method. As will be seen shortly,
the discretized field components are placed on a 1-D auxiliary grid, similar to the one used
in the free-space TF/SF method [2]. Unlike the free-space auxiliary grid, our grid always
aligns with the z axis, since the equations (101)–(102) describe the evolution of the fields
in the z direction.
The first two equations in (101) closely resemble the equations for a 1-D TEM wave [2],
which suggests the staggered temporal-spatial positioning of {Eh,Hh}, along with leap-frog
time updating. The third equation in (101) suggests placingHz at the same spatial positions
as Eh. However, since all the components of the electric field in the main simulation grid
are usually discretized identically in time, we choose to evaluate Hz at the same time points
as {He,Hh}. This has the slight disadvantage of having to interpolate Hz in time for the
discretization of the third equation in (101). The preceding arguments apply similarly to the
equations in (102). The resulting placement of the field components {Eh, Ee, Ez,Hh,He,Hz}
on the temporal-spatial 1-D auxiliary grid is shown in Fig. 20(a). The update equations







































































Note that the field components {Eh, Ee,Hz} are evaluated at integer spatial positions
(k, k + 1, . . .) and the field components {Hh,He, Ez} are evaluated at half-integer spatial
positions (k − 1/2, k + 1/2, . . .), consistent with the placement in Fig. 20(a). The relative
permittivity εr is evaluated at either integer (k) or half-integer (k + 1/2) positions. At the
integer positions (k), the permittivity values at the locations of Ex, Ey are used, whereas
for the half-integer positions (k + 1/2), the permittivity values at the locations of Ez are
used. Near the dielectric interfaces, equivalent permittivities [10, 11] are used to preserve
second-order accuracy. Changes in the relative permittivity εr|k resulting from material
discontinuities create reflections, which represent the reflections of the incident plane wave
from the dielectric interfaces.
Now, the evolution of the incident electric and magnetic field components are completely
described in the z direction by the TE and TM equation sets (101)–(102), given the incident
field is a plane wave. This evolution is approximated by central differences in the 1-D
auxiliary grid in Fig. 20(a). We have seen that the phase velocity in the x direction is
constant (c0/ sin θ) in all layers; therefore, fields at different x values can be easily derived
from those at any other x value by introducing a time delay. This property can be used to
obtain the field values on the two-dimensional principal plane G, as shown in Fig. 20(b).
A 1-D auxiliary grid as in Fig. 20(a) is placed at x = 0; this is shown magnified in the
figure. Because only the spatial placement is shown, the field components {Eh, Ee,Hz} and
{Hh,He, Ez} are collated at the same position (index k) on the z axis. Once the time history
of the 1-D auxiliary grid at x = 0 is determined using the update equations (103)–(108),
the field values at other x values can be simply obtained by introducing a time delay. For




Figure 20: The usage of the 1-D auxiliary grid for obtaining the incident field on the
principal plane G. (a) The temporal-spatial 1-D auxiliary grid. (b) The 2-D principal plane
G, with a 1-D auxiliary grid at x = 0.
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Figure 21: The reduction of the time step in the 1-D auxiliary grid for stability.
at an earlier time [see Fig. 20(b)]:




In light of the above discussion, the method of obtaining the incident field values on
the TF/SF box in Fig. 18 can be summarized as follows. The time history of a single 1-D
auxiliary grid at x = 0 is computed using the update equations (103)–(108), and stored
off-line. When an incident field value is required at any point on the TF/SF box within the
main simulation, the point is projected onto the principal plane G and the field value at
the projected point on G is calculated using the available information on the time history
at x = 0, along with the time delay relation (109). Because the time history consists of a
discrete set of time values, interpolation in time is usually necessary while using (109).
3.1.2 Stability, Excitation and Dispersion
We now have the necessary tools to compute the incident field on the principal plane G,
which consists of the initial plane wave incident from the uppermost layer and all of the
reflections from the dielectric interfaces. There are, however, several aspects of the 1-D
auxiliary grid in Fig. 20(a) that require further elaboration. First, we need to investigate
the important issue of stability in the 1-D auxiliary grid. The stability requirement for





Figure 22: Grid termination and incident wave conditions for the 1-D auxiliary grid.
in which c′ = (ε0µ0(εr − εr0 sin2 θ))−1/2 is the velocity of propagation in the 1-D auxiliary
grid in Fig. 20(a). Because it is possible to have c′ > c = (ε0µ0)−1/2, the use of the same
values ∆t,∆z in the 1-D auxiliary grid as in the main grid might lead to instability. In this
case, it is necessary to use either a larger ∆z or a smaller ∆t for the 1-D auxiliary grid.
The former is undesirable because it results in poor spatial accuracy. Hence, a smaller time
step, ∆tg = ∆t/k (k > 1), is used in the 1-D auxiliary grid to maintain stability. Because
it is still necessary to conform to the main-grid time spacing, ∆t is divided by increasing
odd integer values (k = 3, 5, . . .), as θ is increased further beyond the stability limit. In
these cases, k 1-D-auxiliary-grid updates are done in a single main grid update cycle. An
example with k = 3 is shown in Fig. 21, in which the upper line denotes the time axis
for the main grid and the lower line denotes the time axis for the 1-D auxiliary grid. It is
seen that the choice of odd k guarantees that every field component in the main grid has a
corresponding field component in the 1-D auxiliary grid at the same instant of time. This
correspondence is shown by the dashed rectangles in Fig. 21.
The second issue to consider is the excitation of the 1-D auxiliary grid, which consists
of two parts: the introduction of the initial plane wave (shown in the top left corner in
Fig. 20(b)), and the absorption of the scattered and transmitted plane waves at the two
ends of the grid, namely, the proper termination of the grid. These two parts are shown
schematically in Fig. 22. For introducing the initial plane wave, a one-dimensional TF/SF
boundary (or a one-way injector) [2] is constructed. Corrections are applied to the update
equations (103)–(108) for two field components (one E and one H) situated at opposite
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sides of the TF/SF boundary. The correction terms are directly proportional to the h- or
e-polarized components of the initial plane wave. Exact expressions for these terms can be
found in [2]. At the lower and upper ends of the grid, absorbing boundary conditions (ABC)
are applied to efficiently absorb the waves that reach these points. A simple first-order ABC























in which F is Ee or Eh, S = c′∆t/∆z is the Courant number and N is the number of grid
cells in the 1-D auxiliary grid.
Finally, we will quantify the effects of grid dispersion on the performance of the plane-
wave injector. Grid dispersion is a numerical artifact encountered in discrete approximation
methods like FDTD, which causes different spatial frequencies to propagate in the grid
with different velocities [2]. The single most important criterion in building a plane-wave
injector is the accuracy of the incident field assumed on the TF/SF boundary, including the
dispersion effects inherent in the 3-D grid. In our plane-wave injector, the incident wave
is obtained through the use of a 1-D auxiliary grid, which brings its own dispersion effects
into the picture. Surprisingly, this turns out to be an advantage, since the dispersion effects
in the 3-D grid can be emulated by the dispersion in the 1-D auxiliary grid, resulting in a
more accurate incident field [25]. By the same token, the incident field obtained through a
1-D auxiliary grid is more “accurate” than the exact analytical incident field on the TF/SF
boundary, since the latter does not account for dispersion. Here, accuracy refers to the
degree of containment of the incident field inside the TF/SF boundary, rather than the
similarity to exact analytical values.
The dispersion analysis in [25] is for a 2-D main grid. For our purposes, this analysis
has to be extended into a 3-D main grid, since the principal plane in Fig. 19 need not be
parallel to one of the principal axes. However, the analysis follows along the same lines as
that of [25]. Here, we need to consider the difference between the dispersion factors in the
3-D main grid and the 1-D auxiliary grid. The dispersion equation for the 3-D grid is given
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Figure 23: The difference between the dispersion factors γ3D − γ1D in the 3-D main grid


























in which S = c∆t/∆ is the Courant factor, λ/∆ is the number of grid cells per free-space
wavelength, and γ = vp/c is the velocity of propagation in the 3-D grid normalized by
c. This equation has to be solved numerically for γ. On the other hand, the dispersion











As we mentioned above, it is the difference between the 3-D dispersion factor γ3D in (113)
and the 1-D dispersion factor γ1D in (114) that plays a role in the performance of the injector.
The results in [25] can be obtained directly by substituting φ = 0 into (113). Therefore,
it is sufficient to analyze the effects of a nonzero φ, namely, the effects of deviations from
perpendicular incidence toward oblique incidence. To this end, we will assume θ = 30◦,
which is the angle that yields the maximum discrepancy γ3D − γ1D for φ = 0 [25], and
use (113)–(114) to investigate the impact of nonzero φ on this discrepancy. In Fig. 23, we
show the difference γ3D − γ1D for different φ values, and λ/∆ = 10, which is a common
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value in many simulations. The Courant factor S does not have an appreciable effect on the
difference γ3D− γ1D. The results in Fig. 23 show that the difference γ3D− γ1D is maximum
for φ = 45◦, and this maximum is 25% greater than the value for φ = 0.
3.1.3 Example
We will now present an example that illustrates the use of the plane-wave injector described
in the previous subsections. The geometry for the example is shown in Fig. 24(a): two
parallel infinite dielectric slabs with relative permittivity εr = 2.5, thickness 5 cm, and
spacing 5 cm are in free space. They are illuminated by an incident plane wave with
direction of propagation k̂i lying in the xz plane at an angle of θ = 70◦ to the z axis. The
electric field of this wave is transverse to k̂i at an angle of 45◦ to the y axis, and it is a
unit-amplitude Gaussian pulse in time: E i(t) = exp(−(t/τ)2/2) with τ = 40 ps.
The parameters for the FDTD simulation are grid size 50 cm×1 cm×50 cm, grid spacing
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = ∆ = 1 mm, and time step ∆t = (0.98/
√
3)∆/c. The solution space is
surrounded by convolutional PML [6] of thickness 0.5 cm, with the slabs penetrating into
the PML. The TF/SF boundary, represented by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 24(b), is 2.5
cm from the PML boundaries. To satisfy the stability requirement discussed earlier, the
time step for the 1-D auxiliary grid is chosen to be one third of that for the main grid:
∆tg = ∆t/3.
In Fig. 24(b), the magnitude of the electric field on the xz plane is displayed in dB on
a gray scale, with black representing 0 dB and white representing −60 dB. To help with
interpretation, the directions of propagation for the initial plane wave, k̂i, and the first
reflection and transmission at the upper surface of the top slab, k̂r and k̂t, are shown on
the plot. The multiple reflections from and transmissions through the two slabs are evident
in the plot. Notice that, as expected, there is no field in the region between the TF/SF box
and the PML. If an additional object were to be placed in the solution space, for example
in one of the slabs, the scattered field from this object would appear in this region. If
the scattered far field from the object were desired, it could be obtained by applying a




Figure 24: An example of plane-wave injection into a multilayered FDTD grid. (a)
Geometry. (b) Grayscale plot of the dB–magnitude of the electric field in the xz plane.
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transformer is presented in [32]). Note that this far field would only be due to the object
in the presence of the slabs; it would not include the plane-wave scattering from the slabs.
Before concluding this section, we will compare the results given in the above example to
those obtained using frequency-domain analysis followed by inverse Fourier transformation.
The frequency-domain analysis of plane waves obliquely incident on multilayered media is
well-documented in the literature [12]. Computational routines are also available online
[33]. In Fig. 25, the y and z components of the electric field at the center of the FDTD
grid in Fig. 24(b) are compared with those obtained using frequency-domain analysis and
inverse Fourier transformation. The two results are seen to be in very good agreement.
3.2 Generalization to Lossy Media
3.2.1 Formulation
The transmission-line equations (101)–(102) are derived in Appendix C for lossless multi-
layered media. Can we follow a similar procedure in the presence of loss in the multilayered
medium? In other words, can we find time-domain transmission-line equations similar to
(101)–(102) for lossy multilayered media? The answer is yes, but the direct time-domain
route followed in Appendix C turns out to be inefficient. Instead, we will start with the
frequency-domain versions of (101)–(102) given in [17], and try to invert these equations
to time domain in the presence of loss. The advantage of this detour is the possibility of







in which σ is the conductivity (S/m) of the material and ω is the angular frequency. The
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Figure 25: Comparison of the components of the electric field at the center of Fig. 24(b)
obtained through the FDTD method (dots) and Fourier transformation (solid line): (a) y




















in which Roman font denotes frequency-domain variables. For no loss (σ = 0), these equa-
tions yield the time-domain transmission-line equations (101)–(102) upon inverse Fourier
transformation (jω → ∂/∂t). However, if there is loss in the medium, the complex ε∗r term
in the denominator of the first TM equation in (117) complicates its direct inversion to the
time domain. In [25], ε∗r is carried inside the partial derivative ∂/∂z in the left-hand side
and another variable Ee
′
is defined for ε∗rE
e. The accuracy of this step is questionable for
the following reason: From the TM equations in (117), it can be shown that both Ee and
He must be continuous throughout the medium. Therefore, Ee
′
= ε∗rE
e must be discon-





/∂z by the resulting finite differences. Because the
theoretical values for Ee
′
are discontinuous, the finite difference approximation of ∂Ee
′
/∂z
predicts unnatural spikes in the H-field, although the H-field is continuous in theory. To










































In addition to the above equations, (118) introduces another equation that defines the










Now, the reason for defining He
′
= He/ε∗r instead of E
e′ = ε∗rE
e is clear: The spatial
derivative of He′ never appears in the equations (120)–(121), so the discontinuity of He′
across material boundaries does not affect the finite-difference approximation. The validity
of this assertion will be demonstrated through an example in the next subsection.
The discretization of the TE and TM equations in (119)–(120) lead to familiar update
equations, the common forms of which can be found in [2]. The update equation corre-
sponding to the auxiliary equation (121) has the same form. This auxiliary update converts
He′ to He and must be performed together with the first update in (120).
The presence of loss introduces an additional memory requirement for storing the aux-
iliary variable He′ and an additional computational requirement for converting He′ to He.
Since the 1-D auxiliary grid in Fig. 20(a) is usually much smaller than the main grid, these
additional requirements do not cause an appreciable reduction in performance.
Since the uppermost layer is always assumed lossless, the TF/SF boundary and the
upper grid termination in Fig. 22 are unchanged when loss is introduced in the other
media. However, the presence of loss in the lowermost layer requires a modification in
the absorbing boundary condition in (112). Assuming an electric conductance σ in the
lowermost layer, the TE and TM components of the incident electric field both satisfy the














Ep = 0 , (122)
in which c′ = c/(εr − εr0 sin2 θ)1/2, and σ′ = σ/(εr − εr0 sin2 θ). A stable method for
terminating the finite-difference grid for such a dissipative wave equation has been derived
in [34].
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Figure 26: An example of plane-wave injection into a two-layered FDTD grid representing
a lossy ground.
3.2.2 Example
To illustrate the use of the plane-wave injector in lossy multilayered media, we present
a simple and practical example: a two-layered medium consisting of free space and lossy
ground. Although the efficiency of the method described above is not affected by the number
of layers present in the medium, a two-layered lossy ground is considered merely because of
its common appearance in the FDTD literature. The geometry for this example is shown in
Fig. 26. The electrical parameters for the ground represented by the gray half-space in Fig.
26 are εr = 2.5 and σ = 0.5 S/m, and all of the other parameters for the FDTD simulation,
including those for the incident plane wave, are the same as for the example in Fig. 24.
In Fig. 26, the magnitude of the electric field on the xz plane is displayed as before in
dB on a gray scale, with black representing 0 dB and white representing −60 dB. Again,
to help with interpretation, the directions of propagation for the incident, k̂i, reflected, k̂r,
and transmitted, k̂t, waves are shown on the plot. As expected, the transmitted wave is
seen to rapidly decay in amplitude after entering the lossy ground. Notice that the shapes
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Figure 27: Comparison of the x components of the electric field at the center of the 1-D
auxiliary grid for Fig. 26 obtained through different methods: the auxiliary He′ method
(dots), the auxiliary Ee′ method (dashed line), and Fourier transformation (solid line).
of the reflected and transmitted pulses are quite different from the shape of the incident
pulse. This is particularly evident for the reflected wave, which is spread out in space much
more than the incident wave. This distortion is caused by the frequency dependence of
the complex relative permittivity for the ground (115), which not only adds dispersion for
the propagation in the ground but also to the reflection coefficient for the wave above the
ground.
Finally, we will demonstrate the accuracy of the method introduced above for lossy
media by comparing our results to those presented in [25], and those obtained using Fourier
transformation [33]. In Fig. 27, we present the x component of the electric field at the center
of the 1-D auxiliary grid for Fig. 26 obtained through the auxiliary He′ method in (118)
(dots), the auxiliary Ee′ method given in [25] (dashed line), and Fourier transformation (solid
line). It is seen that the auxiliary He′ method predicts the electric field at the boundary
with better accuracy.
3.3 Inhomogeneous Plane Waves
3.3.1 Formulation
Our treatment so far has excluded a special case, namely, the presence of inhomogeneous
(or evanescent) plane waves [1] in certain layers. This type of plane wave is observed in
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layer n when the incident plane wave is a slow wave for medium n. This means that the
transverse phase velocity of the incident plane wave along the interfaces (which is constant
throughout the multilayered medium) is smaller than the speed of light in layer n. In
that case, a plane-wave front does not form in the wake of the disturbance at the interface
between medium n − 1 and medium n. For an incidence angle θ and lossless media, the






and called the total internal reflection (TIR) condition [12].
Although it is usually considered to be a frequency-domain concept, the inhomoge-
neous plane wave has a number of distinctive properties in the time domain. Similar to
its frequency-domain counterpart, it does not carry any energy in the direction normal
to the layers and away from interface (unless there are other layers below for which the
TIR condition does not apply), and it decays in amplitude in that direction. Unlike its
frequency-domain counterpart, the decay is usually non-exponential. However, as the wave
shape becomes more narrowband in frequency, the decay begins to assume the exponential
behavior that would be expected from a single-frequency inhomogeneous plane wave.
Perhaps the most peculiar feature an inhomogeneous plane has in the time domain is
apparent non-causality [35]. This phenomenon is most evident for signals of wide bandwidth,
and is absent for practical narrowband signals in which the spectrum is concentrated about
a single frequency. In this section, we adapt the previously described plane-wave injector
the include the latter – inhomogeneous plane waves of narrow bandwidth.
The governing transmission-line equations for an inhomogeneous plane wave are the
same as the TE and TM equations in (101)–(102) for a homogeneous plane wave; however,
the TIR condition in (123) changes the nature of these equations considerably. With the














































in which the coefficients in square brackets are positive.
If we proceed as we did for the homogeneous plane waves in Sec. 3.1 and discretize (124)–
(125) to obtain update equations similar to (103)–(108), we encounter a serious problem:
The resulting update equations corresponding to (124)–(125) are unstable. In contrast to
the TE and TM update equations (103)–(108) for homogeneous plane waves, this instability
does not depend on the choice of the time step ∆t or the grid spacing ∆z. Since the
equations (124)–(125) can be written as second-order elliptic equations for Eh and Ee, the
leap-frog algorithm is inherently unstable [36, 37]. If we wish to inject an inhomogeneous
plane wave into medium n, we must modify the traditional time-stepping in (103)–(108) to
obtain stable solutions of (124)–(125).
Our method relies on the assumption that the system is narrowband; consequently, we
shall find it extremely useful to employ the analytic representation (or complex representa-
tion) [38] of the narrowband electromagnetic field. This representation is commonly used
in the analysis of narrowband disturbances in optics, and is related to the phasor concept
used for single-frequency (or monochromatic) systems. In this representation, we regard the
field variables as the real parts of complex field variables that are analytic in the complex
time plane t̃ = tr + j ti. For example, the TE electric field variable is written as





in which ω0 is the center frequency of the narrowband excitation, and the analytic TE
electric field is defined as
Ẽh(t) = Eh(t) + j Êh(t) = A(t)ejφ(t)ejω0t . (127)
It can be shown that Ẽh(t) is indeed an analytic function [39] in the upper complex half
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plane ti > 0, and its real and imaginary parts form a Hilbert transform pair [38, 40]:
Eh = −H {Êh}
Êh = H {Eh} .
(128)
Note that the system of PDEs (124)–(125) is linear and purely real, so the imaginary parts
of the analytic field variables can be discarded at the end of the analysis.
The following analysis will be presented for the TE equation set (124); the results are
similar for the TM case. The main idea in the analytic representation of narrowband
systems is that the functions A(t), φ(t) vary slowly compared to ω0t, and the derivative of
the analytic TE electric variable can be approximated as
∂Ẽh(t)
∂t
≈ (jω0)A(t)ejφ(t)ejω0t . (129)
Applying the narrowband assumption (129) to (124), we obtain










in which C = 1/(ε0(εrn − εr0 sin2 θ)) < 0, and D = 1/µ0 > 0. For clarity, we have omitted
the tilde (∼) on the field variables; however, it must be understood that the analytic field
variables are used throughout the 1-D auxiliary grid whenever there are inhomogeneous
waves present in the system. To illustrate the discretization and the updating method for
the above equations, we assume a 3-cell thick layer supporting inhomogeneous waves, as
shown in Fig. 28. The interfaces between the layer and the neighboring layers are shown
by thick solid lines at spatial positions z = (k + 2)∆z and z = (k − 1)∆z. The plane wave
is assumed to be propagating at z ≥ (k+2)∆z and z ≤ (k− 1)∆z. The region in which the
plane wave is assumed to be inhomogeneous is enclosed by the gray rectangle in Fig. 28.
For the sake of illustration, the rectangle covers only the time values t = (n− 1/2)∆t, n∆t
and (n+ 1/2)∆t, which will appear in our update equations.
In the shaded region in Fig. 28, the TE equations in (130)–(131) can be discretized as
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The implicit equation in (134) can be written as a linear tridiagonal system Ax = b, for
which efficient solution algorithms such as LU decomposition exist [41]. In reference to
Fig. 28, the update coefficients {Dk−1/2, Ck, Dk+1/2, Ck+1, Dk+3/2} are used to fill the 2×2
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tridiagonal matrix A, and the update coefficients {Dk−1/2, Ck, Ck+1, Dk+3/2} along with
Eek+2, Eek−1 are used to fill the vector b. After solving for the electric field, the magnetic field
can be directly obtained from (133).
It is apparent from (134) that the electric field components in the region with inhomo-
geneous waves depend on the electric field values at the interfaces, specifically, Ehk+2, Ehk−1
in Fig. 28. This suggests a straightforward update cycle for the entire 1-D auxiliary grid,
which can be summarized as follows. Assuming that the initial values for the electric and
magnetic fields are known everywhere in the grid, we start by applying a single leap-frog
update to the electric and magnetic field components in the regions with homogeneous
waves. Then, we solve for the electric field values in the regions with inhomogeneous waves
using the implicit equation (134). Finally, we update the magnetic field values in the same
regions using (133).
As a side note, we simply state without detail that if the plane wave is inhomogeneous
at the interfaces (z = (k+2)∆z, (k−1)∆z in Fig. 28), an implicit equation similar to (134)
is constructed for the magnetic field Hh, and solved in a similar manner.
3.3.2 Stability and Excitation
The updating scheme explained above is unconditionally stable for regions with pure inho-
mogeneous waves, but the real stability issue arises at the interfaces, where a transition from
homogeneous plane waves to inhomogeneous plane waves occurs. Some insight can be ob-
tained into this problem by investigating the case shown in Fig. 29, where the 1-D auxiliary
grid consists of an isolated interface at z = k0∆z between two regions with homogeneous and
inhomogeneous plane waves. At the interface denoted by the thick solid line (z = k0∆z),
the plane wave is homogeneous; and right below the interface (z = (k0 − 1/2)∆z), the
plane wave is inhomogeneous. All field components except those at z = k0∆z, (k0−1/2)∆z






{Ẽ, H̃} respectively, the update equations for the field variables can be written as
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Figure 29: A simple grid that consists of an isolated interface between two regions with
homogeneous (upper) and inhomogeneous (lower) plane waves.
(z − 1) Ẽ = −Ck0∆t
∆z
H̃ (135)




Note that (135) follows from (104), and (136) follows from (133). This is a mixture of
the usual leap-frog scheme used for the homogeneous waves in (103)–(104), and the implicit
scheme used for the inhomogeneous waves in (133)–(134). The stability of this mixed update
scheme is determined by the roots z1,2 of the determinant of the system (135)–(136):
z1,2 = ±
√






It is readily seen that the roots z1,2 stay on the unit circle and the update scheme is stable





< 1 . (139)
Note that this condition only applies for the simple case for which the 1-D auxiliary grid
consists of the close proximity of an interface between two regions with homogeneous and
inhomogeneous waves, as shown in Fig. 29. Numerous computer experiments suggest that
the stability condition for a more general grid with an arbitrary multilayered structure has
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< 0.5 . (140)
The final stability condition (140) for inhomogeneous plane waves is partly empirical, and
presents further challenges for its analytical verification and/or improvement.
Another vital issue that requires attention is the excitation of the 1-D auxiliary grid in
the presence of analytic field variables. At this point, we must answer an important ques-
tion: How do we ensure the analyticity of the field variables throughout the 1-D auxiliary
grid? The answer lies in a fundamental result from the theory of partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs): The Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem [37] guarantees the analyticity of the field
variables if the excitation of the PDEs (124)–(125) governing them is analytic. Remember
from the discussion regarding the excitation of the 1-D auxiliary grid in Sec. 3.1.2 (specifi-
cally, Fig. 22 and the related discussion) that the corrections applied to the 1-D auxiliary
grid are proportional to the initial plane wave, and they play the role of the excitation
of the PDEs (124)–(125). Consequently, the critical step in the generalization to analytic
field variables is the generalization to an analytic initial plane wave. This generalization
requires a minor additional computation, i.e., the Hilbert transformation of the real initial
plane-wave waveform according to (128). This operation is usually done off-line, since the
initial plane wave is usually fixed before the simulation.
It should be noted that the generalization to complex field variables doubles the stor-
age and computation requirement in the 1-D auxiliary grid, but this overhead is usually
negligible compared to the total computational load of the main simulation.
3.3.3 Example
Finally, we present an example illustrating the creation of narrowband inhomogeneous plane
waves using the plane-wave injector. Specifically, we will demonstrate the frustrated total
internal reflection (FTIR) phenomenon [1], which is inherently associated with inhomoge-
neous plane waves. The configurations to be used in this discussion are shown in Fig. 30.




Figure 30: An example of the injection of narrowband inhomogeneous plane waves into
multilayered media. (a) Total internal reflection. (b) Frustrated total internal reflection.
Grayscale plots (dB) are for the magnitude of the electric field in the xz plane.
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onto a half space with lower permittivity εr = 2. In Fig. 30(b), the lower half space has
been replaced by a slab with εr = 2 and thickness 4 cm. In both figures, the magnitude
of the electric field in the xz plane is displayed as before in dB on a gray scale, with black
representing 0 dB and white representing −40 dB.
The electric field of the incident plane wave is a sinusoid of frequency f0 = 6.32 GHz
modulated by a unit-amplitude Gaussian pulse: E i(t) = exp(−(t/τ)2/2) sin(2πf0t) with
τ = 135 ps. This type of waveform is typical for optical signals. As in the other examples,
the direction of propagation k̂i is at the angle θ = 70◦ to the z axis. Thus, according to
(123), total internal reflection occurs at the interface of the half space: sin(θ) = 0.940 >√
εr1/εr0 =
√
2/2.5 = 0.894. This is evident in the plot for Fig. 30(a). The incident plane
wave is completely reflected at the interface, and an inhomogeneous plane wave, which
decays in the direction normal to the interface, forms in the lower half space.
The results in Fig. 30(b) are more interesting. Some of the energy in the incident plane
wave has been transmitted through the slab and is propagating away from the slab as a
plane wave at direction k̂t. The amount of the transmitted energy depends on the thickness
of the slab relative to the decay rate for an inhomogeneous plane wave in the slab. This
is an example of the FTIR phenomenon mentioned earlier. The transfer of energy from
the uppermost layer to the lowermost layer is seemingly in contradiction with the fact that
inhomogeneous waves do not carry any energy in the direction normal to the interfaces.
However, a thorough analysis shows that this is true for an inhomogeneous wave that forms
in a half space and decays in one direction, but not for the sum of two inhomogeneous waves
that decay in opposite directions [1].
The FTIR phenomenon summarized in this example is the basis for any technological
method that utilizes evanescent waves, such as near-field photolithography [43–46], and
subwavelength imaging [47–49]. Evanescent waves are also frequently used in the FDTD
simulations of left-handed metamaterials [46, 47, 50–52], which manifest interesting theoret-
ical behavior such as amplification of inhomogeneous plane waves [53]. Since any evanescent
field can be expressed as a spectrum of inhomogeneous plane waves, this plane-wave injector




Figure 31: The geometry of the plane-wave scattering example. (a) Cross section in the
xz plane. (b) Cross section in the yz plane.
of such techniques.
3.4 Transparency to Scattered Field
The examples considered so far have been for perfect multilayered media, namely, multilay-
ered media that do not contain any imperfections that disturb the planar-layered structure
of the geometry. The TF/SF boundary technique is also suited for applications in which
there is a scattering imperfection within the TF/SF boundary. Indeed, the TF/SF bound-
ary method is usually used for analyzing the electromagnetic field scattered from these
scatterers. This is made possible by the complete transparency of the TF/SF boundary to
any scattered field coming from inside [2].
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An example geometry for a scattering problem is shown in Fig. 31. The cross sec-
tions of the geometry in the xz plane and yz plane are depicted in Fig. 31(a) and Fig.
31(b), respectively. A perfectly-conducting (PEC) rectangular prism of size (L,w,L) =
5cm×0.4cm×5cm is placed h = 1 cm deep into a dielectric ground of relative permittivity
εr = 1.5. The PEC prism is d = 4 cm away from the origin.
In Fig. 32, we present field snapshots from the FDTD simulation of the above geometry.
The FDTD parameters are the same as the ones used for Fig. 24 and Fig. 26, except the
following differences: The grid size is 30 cm×1 cm×30 cm, and the TF/SF boundary is 5 cm
away from the absorbing boundaries. A plane wave with the same parameters as those used
for Fig. 24 and Fig. 26 is injected into the grid using the TF/SF boundary. In Fig. 32(a),
the PEC prism is absent, and the plane wave propagates in the presence of an undisturbed
two-layered medium. The magnitude of the electric field in the xz plane is shown in the
figure, with black representing 0 dB and white representing −40 dB. It is observed that the
plane wave is fully contained within the TF/SF boundary. Fig. 32(b) shows the magnitude
of the electric field in the xz plane at the same time instant as Fig. 32(a), with the PEC
prism placed into the dielectric ground, as in Fig. 31. The plane wave is scattered from the
PEC prism, and the scattered wave exits the TF/SF boundary without any reflection or
attenuation. The electric field outside the TF/SF boundary consists only of the scattered
field, and the field inside the TF/SF boundary consists of the total field, which is defined
as the sum of the incident plane wave and the scattered field. Indeed, this contrast is the




Figure 32: An example of plane-wave scattering in multilayered media. (a) Incident field





In this chapter, we present practical examples that demonstrate the use of the techniques
developed in Chapter 2 (NFFFT) and Chapter 3 (TF/SF boundary) in the FDTD analysis
of multilayered media. In the previous chapters, we considered examples that involved the
method that is the subject of the respective chapter. For example, we only considered the
far-field radiation from structures placed on half spaces and grounded slabs in Chapter 2.
Similarly, we only investigated the performance of the TF/SF boundary (namely, contain-
ment of the incident plane wave, and transparency to the scattered wave) in Chapter 3. In
this chapter, we bring into use both of the methods developed in Chapter 2–3; that is, the
examples utilize both the TF/SF boundary, and the near-field-to far-field transform.
4.1 Scattering in Multilayered Media
In this section, we consider two problems that involve the scattering from perfectly con-
ducting objects placed in a multilayered medium, when the incident field is a plane wave.
The process of introducing the incident plane wave into the FDTD grid necessitates the
use of the TF/SF boundary for multilayered media, while the calculation of the far-zone
field scattered from the scattering object is done by the NFFFT. For this approach to be
successful, the fields on the NFFFT box in Fig. 6 must comprise only the scattered field.
This is indeed the basic premise of the TF/SF boundary technique: allowing only the scat-
tered field to exit the boundary. The mentioned transparency of the TF/SF boundary to
the scattered wave was demonstrated in Section 3.4. The general configuration used for
scattering problems in multilayered media is shown in Fig. 33. The TF/SF boundary con-
tains the imperfections (or the scatterers) in the multilayered medium, denoted collectively
as A. Field corrections are applied on the TF/SF boundary to create a contained plane
wave, denoted by the arrow in the upper-left corner of the TF/SF boundary. The scattering
structure creates a scattered wave, denoted by the arrow in the upper-right corner of the
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Figure 33: The configuration used for problems involving plane-wave scattering in multi-
layered media.
TF/SF boundary. This wave exits the boundary with complete transparency, and reaches
the near-field-to-far-field transformer, denoted by S in Fig. 33. The tangential electric and
magnetic fields Et, Ht on S therefore belong to the scattered wave due to the scattering
structure A in the multilayered medium. The important point here is the following: The
fields that reach the NFFFT box S in Fig. 33 do not include the incident plane wave. This
is because the incident plane wave is almost entirely contained within the TF/SF boundary,
which is inside the NFFFT box S.
As our first example, we revisit the case considered in Section 3.4. The geometry for
this example was shown in Fig. 31. In this example, a PEC rectangular prism of size
5cm×0.4cm×5cm was placed 1 cm deep in a dielectric half space (or ground), and a plane
wave with a Gaussian envelope was incident on the half space. The wave scattered from
the PEC prism was visible in Fig. 32(b), but radiated electric field was not discussed. We
now quantify the radiated electric field for this geometry using the NFFFT developed in
Chapter 2. In Fig. 34 and Fig. 35, the radiated electric field (normalized by 1/r) scattered
from the PEC prism is shown for different angles in the xz plane and yz plane, respectively.
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In both figures, the first subfigure represents the ψ component, and the second subfigure
represents the φ component of the radiated electric field. The time axis is normalized by
τL = L/v, in which L = 5 cm is the maximum dimension of the PEC prism, and v = c/
√
εr
is the velocity of propagation in the dielectric ground. The radiated electric field waveforms
are positive on the side of the time axis for which ψ̂ points away from the axis (counter-
clockwise direction). The waveforms in Fig. 34(a), Fig. 35(a), and Fig. 35(b) are drawn in
the same scale; whereas Fig. 34(b) is amplified by a factor of 10. The Gaussian waveform
of the incident plane wave is referenced to the origin.
The relative differences in the amplitudes of the ψ and φ components of the radiated
electric field in Fig. 34(a)–Fig. 35(b) can be explained qualitatively using simple arguments.
For example, we observe that the φ component of the radiated electric field in the xz plane in
Fig. 34(b) has the smallest average amplitude. This is simply because the surface currents
on the PEC prism mostly reside on faces that are parallel to the xz plane, which is also a
null plane for the φ component of the electric field radiated by these electric currents. The
φ component of the radiated electric field in the xz plane is created by the currents on the
faces that are parallel to the yz and xy planes. These faces have smaller areas compared
to the two faces that are parallel to the xz plane. Note also that in Fig. 35(a), the ψ
component of the radiated electric field decreases in amplitude as ψ gets closer to 90◦. This
is because the z axis is a null axis for the ψ component of the electric currents on the faces
that are parallel to the xz plane.
As our second example, we consider the geometry shown in Fig. 36. In this geometry,
a PEC rectangular prism is again placed in a two-layered medium, similar to the previous
example shown in Fig. 31. The dimensions of the PEC prism are the same as before: L = 5
cm, w = 0.4 cm, d = 4 cm. Here, the upper half space has a higher relative permittivity than
the lower half space: εr0 = 2.5 > εr1 = 2. This will allow the creation of an inhomogeneous
plane wave as was done for the example in Section 3.3.3. As in Fig. 24, 26, and 30, the
direction of propagation of the incident plane wave k̂i lies in the xz plane, and is at the
angle θ = 70◦ to the z axis. The polarization of the incident plane wave is as shown in




Figure 34: Plane-wave scattering from a PEC rectangular prism buried in a dielectric
ground. (a) The ψ component, and (b) the φ component (amplified by 10) of the scattered




Figure 35: Plane-wave scattering from a PEC rectangular prism buried in a dielectric





Figure 36: The geometry of the inhomogeneous-plane-wave scattering problem. (a) Cross
section in the xz plane. (b) Cross section in the yz plane.
incident plane wave are the same as those used for Fig. 30. The reference point for the
sine-modulated Gaussian waveform is the origin.
Without the PEC scatterer, the incident plane wave is completely reflected at the in-
terface, and an inhomogeneous plane wave, which decays in the direction normal to the
interface, is formed in the lower half space. This case was shown previously in Section 3.3.3,
Fig. 30(a). Here, we investigate the effects of a PEC scatterer placed in the lower half
space, as in Fig. 36. In Fig. 37, the scattering process is illustrated by a progression of field
snapshots from the FDTD simulation of this geometry. In Fig. 37(a), the inhomogeneous
plane wave has not yet made contact with the PEC prism below the interface. In Fig. 37(b),
the inhomogeneous plane wave is passing over the PEC prism, and the scattered wave is
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beginning to appear. In Fig. 37(c), the inhomogeneous plane wave has passed the PEC
prism, and the spherical scattered wave is clearly visible both above and below the inter-
face. In Fig. 37(d), the scattered wave has traveled away from the PEC prism, and most
of the scattered energy propagates downward as an extension to the inhomogeneous plane
wave in the lower half space. The area between the scattered wave and the inhomogeneous
plane wave indeed looks similar to the interface between the propagating plane wave and
the inhomogeneous plane wave in Fig. 30(b).
The scattering process shown in Fig. 37 and summarized above is essentially the con-
version of the inhomogeneous plane wave to a propagating wave. This was also observed
in Section 3.3.3 in the context of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR), in which an
inhomogeneous plane wave in a layer gives rise to a propagating wave in a lower layer. This
phenomenon was demonstrated in Fig. 30(b). As in the FTIR example, the creation of
an energy-carrying wave from an inhomogeneous plane wave that carries no energy away
from the interface poses an apparent contradiction. The answer to this problem was given
in Section 3.3.3: Two inhomogeneous waves that decay in opposite directions do carry net
energy in one direction [1].
Using the NFFFT developed in Chapter 2, we can quantify the radiated electric field,
as was done in the previous example. In Fig. 38, the ψ component of the radiated electric
field is shown at different angles in the xz plane. The radiated electric field in the lower half
space (π < ψ < 2π) is obtained using the extension for the NFFFT explained in Section 2.3.
The time axis is normalized by τL = L/v, in which L = 5 cm is the maximum dimension
of the PEC prism, and v = c/√εr1 is the velocity of propagation in the lower half space.
The radiated electric field waveforms are positive on the side of the time axis for which ψ̂
points away from the axis (counter-clockwise direction). The dashed lines in the upper half
space at ψ = 26.56◦ and ψ = 153.43◦ denote the boundaries of the range of angles in which
the radiated electric field is defined in the upper half space. This range contains all possible
directions that a plane wave refracting from the lower half space to the upper half space
can propagate.
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Figure 37: Conversion of an inhomogeneous plane wave to a propagating wave on scat-
tering from a PEC rectangular prism. The magnitude of the electric field in the xz plane
is shown at different time instants in (a)-(d).
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Figure 38: Inhomogeneous-plane-wave scattering from a PEC rectangular prism in a two-
layered medium. The ψ component of the scattered electric field is shown at different angles
in the xz plane.
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4.2 Radiating Structures in Multilayered Media
In this section, we continue our series of examples utilizing both the NFFFT from Chap-
ter 2 and the TF/SF boundary from Chapter 3. In the previous section, we considered
scattering problems in which the TF/SF boundary was used to inject a plane wave into
the grid, and the scattered wave was evaluated in the far-zone using the NFFFT. In this
section, we bring the NFFFT and the TF/SF boundary together in a different fashion. Our
analysis is centered on a reciprocity theorem, which relates the radiated field of an antenna
caused by an excitation voltage at its terminals to the received voltage at its terminals
caused by an incident plane wave. We consider different antennas in multilayered media,
and demonstrate their reciprocity. To this end, we use two different configurations, and
perform FDTD simulations for these configurations separately. The first one is the trans-
mitting configuration, in which the antenna is excited at its terminals, and radiates into
the multilayered medium. The second configuration is the receiving configuration, in which
a plane wave is incident on the antenna, and the voltage at its terminals is observed. If
the excitation voltage in the transmitting case and the incident plane-wave waveform in the
receiving case are related, then the reciprocity theorem states that the radiated field in the
transmitting case and the received voltage in the receiving case are also related. We will
use the NFFFT for the transmitting case and the TF/SF boundary for the receiving case,
and bring the results together to validate this reciprocity relation.
The common geometry of the examples considered in this section is shown in Fig. 39.
In Fig. 39(a), an arbitrary antenna is radiating in a multilayered medium. The antenna is
excited at its input terminal by a transmission line supporting a TEM wave. The trans-
mission line is connected in one end to the network analyzer, which is perfectly matched to
the line, and provides the excitation. The network analyzer should be considered merely as
an ideal matching termination and a perfect signal generation/signal measurement device.
The incident current wave that travels toward the antenna is denoted by I+t (t), measured
in reference to the position in the transmission line denoted by the horizontal dashed line
at z = 0 in Fig. 39(a). The NFFFT surface S encloses the antenna, the transmission line,




Figure 39: The general geometry for the reciprocity relation. (a) The transmitting case.
(b) The receiving case.
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denoted by Etr(r, t). The reference point of this waveform is the same as that of I+t (t),
namely, z = 0 in Fig. 39(a). If the antenna is not matched exactly to the transmission line,
a portion of the incident energy in the line is reflected from the terminals of the antenna.
The important point to note is that I+t (t) does not include this reflection. However, it is
crucial for the validity of the reciprocity theorem that this reflection be completely absorbed
by the matched termination at the network analyzer.
In Fig. 39(b), the antenna is in the receiving configuration. A plane wave with direction
of propagation is k̂
i
is incident on the combined system consisting of the antenna, the trans-
mission line, and the network analyzer. With reference to z = 0 in the transmission line, the
incident plane wave has the waveform E i(r, t). The plane wave creates a voltage waveform
in the transmission line, and this waveform travels toward the matched termination at the
network analyzer. At the reference point z = 0, this received voltage waveform is given by
V−r (t).
Now, we are in a position to state the reciprocity theorem that we mentioned in the
beginning of this section. This theorem links four time-dependent functions in two different
configurations shown in Fig. 39(a) and Fig. 39(b): I+t (t), Etr(r, t), V−r (t), and E i(r, t). This
theorem is a useful time-domain variation of the well-known frequency-domain reciprocity







E i(0, t) rEtr(−rk̂i, t+ r/c) , (141)
in which ? denotes time convolution, and  denotes convolutional dot product, defined
previously in (25). In (141), E i(0, t) is the incident plane wave at r = 0, or equivalently,
z = 0 in the transmission line. The vector waveform Etr(−rk̂i, t + r/c) is the radiated
electric field at the direction that the plane wave is incident from, advanced by r/c. Note
that the distance r is measured from the reference point z = 0 in the transmission line.
The reciprocity theorem (141) has many implications, but we will make use of the
following one in our examples [54]: In the transmitting case in Fig. 39(a), let the incident
current I+t (t) be the pulse p(t), and in the receiving case in Fig. 39(b), let the jth component
(j = x, y, z) of the incident electric field vector, E ij(0, t), be proportional to the derivative
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of the same pulse, dp(t)/dt:






Then, (141) states that the jth component of the radiated electric field vector in the trans-
mitting case, rE trj (−rk̂
i
, t+ r/c), is equal to the voltage in the receiving case, V−r (t):
rE trj (−rk̂
i
, t+ r/c) = V−r (t) . (143)
In each example given later in this section, we analyze two different configurations shown
schematically in Fig. 39(a) and Fig. 39(b), which are arranged to satisfy the relation
(142). Then, we observe the radiated field Etr(r, t) and the received voltage V−r (t), and
demonstrate the validity of the reciprocity relation (143).
An important practical problem regarding the network analyzer in Fig. 39 must be
handled before presenting the examples. It is apparent that both the transmitting and
receiving configurations in Fig. 39(a) and Fig. 39(b) utilize an idealized network analyzer.
In the transmitting case, the ideal network analyzer creates a desired current waveform
I+t (t) in the transmission line, and absorbs the reflections coming from the terminals of
the antenna. In the receiving case, the network analyzer makes a perfect measurement
of the received voltage V−r (t). For simulating these tasks, we use the simple feed model
[55, 56]. The geometry of the simple feed model is shown in Fig. 40. In this model, a
virtual transmission line is connected to the feed gap of the antenna. This transmission
line simulates the transmission line in Fig. 39, and is modeled by a separate 1-D FDTD
grid. The voltages and currents in the transmission line are represented by two discrete
sets of values placed at staggered positions both in space and time. In Fig. 40, the 1-D
FDTD grid is shown below the feed gap of the antenna. The voltage V n and current In+1/2
values on the 1-D grid are represented by black squares and white triangles, respectively.
The transmission line supports the TEM wave (encountered previously in Section 1.2),















in which c and Zc are the velocity of propagation and the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line, respectively. In our simulations, we fix the value of c at c = (ε0µ0)−1/2,
and vary the characteristic impedance Zc. For the 1-D FDTD grid representing the trans-
mission line in Fig. 40, the TEM equations for the voltage and the current in (144)–(145)























The 1-D FDTD grid is terminated by a matched load at z = −L, and connected to the
feed gap of the antenna at z = zg. At this point, some information is exchanged between
the 1-D grid and the 3-D simulation grid. This exchange is done at every time step in
the main simulation, and constitutes an approximation to the real connection between the
transmission line and the terminals of the antenna. During this exchange, the voltage value
Vn(z = zg) in the 1-D grid is translated to electric field values in the feed gap, and used in
the 3-D grid:
En = Vn(z = zg)/∆z . (148)
This operation is denoted by the solid upward arrow below the feed gap in Fig. 40. The
current value In+1/2(z = zg + ∆z/2) in the 1-D grid is obtained from the 3-D grid by




Hn+1/2 · dl . (149)
This operation is denoted by the solid downward arrow below the feed gap in Fig. 40.
In summary, the TEM equations (146)–(147) describe the evolution of the voltage and
current in the virtual transmission line, and the exchange equations (148) and (149) simulate
the connection between the 1-D FDTD grid representing the transmission line and the
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Figure 40: The geometry of the simple feed model.
feed gap of the antenna in the 3-D simulation grid. Remember that the incident current
waveform I+t (t) in Fig. 39(a) and the received voltage waveform V−r (t) in Fig. 39(b) are
both referenced to the reference point z = 0 in the transmission line, which is also shown
in Fig. 40. In the transmitting case, the one-way injector [2] (shown previously in Section
3.1.2, see description of Fig. 22) is used to launch the incident current wave I+t (t). In the
receiving case, the voltage V−r (t) at z = 0 is observed and recorded.
Now, we are ready to present some examples of the two configurations shown in Fig.
39. In the next two subsections, we will consider two different radiating structures placed
on an ungrounded dielectric slab. The first is a simple dipole, while the second is a more
complex and practical antenna: a resistively-loaded bowtie. Both of these structures will
be analyzed in the reciprocity context described in this section, and the relation (143) will
be confirmed.
4.2.1 Dipole on an Ungrounded Dielectric Slab
In this subsection, we analyze a simple antenna radiating in the presence of an ungrounded
dielectric slab. The antenna considered is a center-fed dipole placed at the interface between
the ungrounded dielectric slab and the uppermost half space. The geometry for this example
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Figure 41: Center-fed dipole radiating on an ungrounded dielectric slab.
is shown in Fig. 41. The dipole is of length L = 5 cm, and width w = 2 mm. The dipole is
fed from a feed gap of width g = 1 mm at its center, using the simple feed model described
previously in this section. The origin of the geometry is at the center of the feed gap of the
antenna. This point is also the reference point z = 0 for the configurations in Fig. 39. The
dielectric substrate has relative permittivity εr = 2.5, and is placed in air (εr0 = εr2 = 1).
The thickness of the substrate is h = 5 mm.
In the transmitting case, the incident current waveform I+t (t) is a Gaussian pulse:
I+t (t) = I0 exp(−(t/τ)2/2) , (150)
in which τ = 80 ps. The radiated electric field at a fixed direction k̂ is calculated using an
NFFFT box surrounding the dipole:
rEtr(rk̂, t+ r/c) = Eθ(t)θ̂ + Eφ(t)φ̂ . (151)
In the receiving case, the TF/SF boundary is used to introduce a plane wave from the
direction of observation in the transmitting case, k̂, and, according to (142), the waveform
of the incident electric field E i(0, t) is made proportional to the derivative of the incident
current pulse I+t (t) in the transmitting case:



















in which êi denotes the polarization of the incident plane wave. If (152) is satisfied, the
reciprocity theorem (141) states that the following relation must hold between the radiated
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= V−r (t) . (153)
The parameters for the FDTD grid used to simulate the geometry shown in Fig. 41 are
grid dimensions 2cm × 7.5cm ×1.5cm and cell size ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 1 mm. The solution
space is surrounded by convolutional PML (CPML) blocks of thickness 1 cm, with the
ungrounded dielectric slab penetrating into the PML. The characteristic impedance Zc of
the transmission line is 50 Ω. The transmitting and receiving configurations shown in Fig.
39 are constructed and simulated separately. These two configurations are made to satisfy
the relation (152) between the incident current wave I+t (t) in the transmitting case and
the incident plane wave êi · E i(0, t) in the receiving case. Then, the radiated electric field
êi · [rEtr(rk̂, t+r/c)] in the transmitting case and the received voltage V−r (t) in the receiving
case are tested for the reciprocity relation (153).
In Fig. 42(a) and Fig. 42(b), these two waveforms are compared at different angles of
observation in the yz and xz plane, respectively. The time axis is normalized by τL = L/c,
which is the time for a plane wave in free space to travel the length of the dipole. In Fig.
42(a), the polarization êi of the electric field vector in the incident plane wave is equal to the
unit vector ψ̂ at the observation angle ψ. Therefore, according to (153), the ψ component
of the radiated electric field at angle ψ should be equal to the received voltage V−r (t) in the
receiving case:
Eψ(t) = V−r (t) . (154)
In Fig. 42(a), the ψ component of the radiated electric field, Eψ(t), and the received
voltage V−r (t) are plotted together at different observation angles in the yz plane. The solid
line denotes the radiated electric field, whereas the dotted line denotes the received voltage.
The agreement is seen to be very good. In Fig. 42(b), the polarization êi of the electric
field vector in the incident plane wave is equal to the unit vector φ̂, which corresponds to




Figure 42: Demonstration of reciprocity for a dipole on an ungrounded substrate. The
received voltage is compared to (a) the ψ component of the radiated electric field in the yz
plane, and (b) the φ component of the radiated electric field in the xz plane.
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Figure 43: Resistively-loaded bowtie antenna placed on an ungrounded dielectric slab.
field should be equal to the received voltage V−r (t) in the receiving case:
Eφ(t) = V−r (t) . (155)
In Fig. 42(b), the φ component of the radiated electric field, Eφ(t), and the received voltage
V−r (t) are plotted together at different observation angles in the xz plane. The solid and
dotted lines denote the radiated electric field and the received voltage, respectively. The
agreement is again seen to be very good.
4.2.2 UWB Antenna on an Ungrounded Dielectric Slab
Next, we consider a more practical antenna: a resistively-loaded bowtie antenna on an
ungrounded dielectric slab. The bowtie shape is encountered commonly in ultra-wideband
(UWB) antenna applications [57–60]. The geometry of the bowtie antenna is shown in Fig.
43. The bowtie antenna shown in the figure is referred to as a “fan-top” [57], due to its
rounded ends.
The antenna is mounted on a dielectric slab of thickness h = 6 mm and relative permit-
tivity εr = 2.5. The arms of the bowtie antenna are identical circular sections with flare
angle α = 90◦ and radius L = 16 cm. The antenna is excited through a narrow feed gap
of width wg = 2 mm and length lg = 1.6 cm. The bowtie antenna is made of a resistive






in which ρ is the distance from the apex of the circular section, R(ρ) is the sheet resistance
(in Ω/2) at radius ρ, and Rh is the sheet resistance at ρ = L/2. With this profile, the
resistance per unit length of the bowtie (resistance of an annular section with unit length
in the ρ direction) has the dependence r(ρ) ∝ (1 − ρ/L)−1, similar to the one used for
cylindrical antennas [61]. According to (156), the bowtie antenna behaves like an ideal
PEC near the feed (R(ρ) → 0), and blends into the dielectric slab (R(ρ) → ∞) near the
ends of the antenna. In our example, we assume Rh = 1 kΩ/2.
The geometry shown in Fig. 43 is simulated using an FDTD grid with dimensions 25cm
× 35cm ×2cm and cell size ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 2 mm. The solution space is surrounded
by convolutional PML (CPML) blocks of thickness 1 cm, with the ungrounded dielectric
slab penetrating into the PML. The characteristic impedance Zc of the transmission line is
100 Ω. The incident current waveform I+t (t) is a modulated Gaussian pulse, shown in Fig.
44(a):
I+t (t) = I0 exp(−(t/τ)2/2) sin(2πf0t) , (157)
in which f0 = 6.85 GHz, τ = 64.4 ps. This waveform has a −10 dB bandwidth of 7.5 GHz,
and occupies the UWB band between 3.1− 10.6 GHz assigned by FCC. The extent of this
waveform in space can be compared to the length of the bowtie antenna by examining Fig.
44(b), in which a snapshot of the electric field is shown in the transmitting mode. The
magnitude of the electric field in the xy plane is plotted on a grayscale, with white denoting
−60 dB, and black denoting 0 dB. It is apparent from the figure that the incident current
waveform (157) is a relatively short pulse on the antenna.
For the reciprocity analysis of the UWB bowtie antenna in Fig. 43, the transmitting
and receiving configurations shown in Fig. 39 are constructed and simulated separately.
These two configurations satisfy the relation (152) between the incident current wave I+t (t)
in the transmitting case and the incident plane wave êi ·E i(0, t) in the receiving case. Then,
the radiated electric field êi · [rEtr(rk̂, t + r/c)] in the transmitting case and the received
voltage V−r (t) in the receiving case are tested for the reciprocity relation (153). In Fig.
45(a) and Fig. 45(b), these two waveforms are compared at different angles of observation
in the yz and xz planes, respectively. The time axis is normalized by τL = L/c, which is the
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(a) (b)
Figure 44: Temporal and spatial graphs for the incident current waveform given by (157).
(a) The time-domain graph of the waveform. (b) The spatial extent of the waveform on the
antenna.
time for a plane wave in free space to travel the length of one of the arms of the antenna.
In Fig. 45(a), the polarization êi of the electric field vector in the incident plane wave is
equal to the unit vector ψ̂ at the observation angle ψ. Therefore, according to (153), the ψ
component of the radiated electric field at angle ψ should be equal to the received voltage
V−r (t) in the receiving case:
Eψ(t) = V−r (t) . (158)
In Fig. 45(a), the ψ component of the radiated electric field, Eψ(t), and the received voltage,
V−r (t), are plotted together at different observation angles in the yz plane. The solid line
denotes the radiated electric field, whereas the dotted line denotes the received voltage.
The agreement is seen to be very good. In Fig. 45(b), the polarization êi of the electric
field vector in the incident plane wave is equal to the unit vector φ̂, which corresponds to
ŷ in the xz plane. Therefore, according to (153), the φ component of the radiated electric
field should be equal to the received voltage V−r (t) in the receiving case:
Eφ(t) = V−r (t) . (159)
In Fig. 45(b), the φ component of the radiated electric field, Eφ(t), and the received voltage,
V−r (t), are plotted together at different observation angles in the xz plane. The solid and
dotted lines denote the radiated electric field and the received voltage, respectively. The




Figure 45: Demonstration of reciprocity for a resistively-loaded bowtie antenna on an
ungrounded substrate. The received voltage is compared to (a) the ψ component of the
radiated electric field in the yz plane, and (b) the φ component of the radiated electric field
in the xz plane.
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Figure 46: Effect of resistive loading on the radiated electric field of the UWB bowtie
antenna.
The success of the bowtie antenna in the UWB realm lies in its ability to transmit short
pulses. In both Fig. 45(a) and Fig. 45(b), the pulse shapes of the radiated electric field
waveforms demonstrate this feature. For example, in the xz plane [Fig. 45(b)], the radiated
pulses have roughly the same shape as the exciting current waveform, I+t (t), shown in Fig.
44(a). The resistive loading (156) is a vital design element that greatly affects the UWB
performance of the antenna. Specifically, it minimizes the unwanted reflections from the
ends, and causes the energy to be released gradually along the entire length of the circular
arms of the antenna. The role of resistive loading in this context can be better understood
by examining the case without resistive loading, namely, Rh = 0 in (156). In Fig. 46, the
φ component of the radiated electric field at ψ = 18◦ in the xz plane is compared for two
bowtie antennas: one with Rh = 1 kΩ/2 (resistive loading) and the other with Rh = 0
(no resistive loading.) The solid line denotes the radiated electric field for Rh = 1 kΩ/2,
and the dotted line denotes the radiated electric field for Rh = 0. The radiated field is
normalized by Zc I0/r, with the incident current amplitude I0 given in (157). From Fig.
46, it is clear that the resistive loading has a significant effect on the duration of the pulse
radiated from the antenna. With resistive loading, the radiated electric field consists of
a single pulse with the shape of the incident current waveform in Fig. 44(a). Without
resistive loading, the current on the arms of the bowtie bounces back and forth between
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Figure 47: Effect of a finite substrate on the radiated electric field of the resistively-loaded
UWB bowtie antenna.
the ends of the antenna and the feed region, which creates the extra pulses in the radiated
field. This type of radiation is undesirable for UWB applications, since it occupies a large
time interval.
An important assumption in the analysis of the bowtie antenna is that the dielectric
substrate on which the antenna is mounted is of infinite extent. Using the NFFFT for free
space, we can also investigate the effects of a finite substrate on the performance of the
bowtie antenna. In Fig. 47, the φ component of the radiated electric field at ψ = 18◦ in the
xz plane is compared for two cases: one with an infinite substrate (the same as Fig. 46),
and the other with a finite substrate of size 60cm × 80cm ×2cm. The finite substrate is
enclosed in an NFFFT box, and the radiated electric field is computed in free space. It is
seen that the finite substrate has a considerable effect on the radiated electric field. The end
effects become more pronounced for angles close to the grazing angle, ψ = 0. The NFFFT
for the infinite dielectric substrate eliminates these effects, and allows us to evaluate the
unperturbed radiation from the UWB antenna.
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CHAPTER V
THE INPUT ADMITTANCE OF A PROLATE-SPHEROIDAL
MONOPOLE ANTENNA FED BY A MAGNETIC FRILL
In this chapter, we include our previous work on an entirely different subject, namely,
the analysis of prolate spheroidal monopoles, which was completed between June 2004 and
January 2005 [62]. At that time, this research subject was considered as a possible thesis
topic. Although the focus of our research has changed since then, the originality of the
work and the amount of effort spent on creating it prompted us to include it in our thesis.
5.1 Introduction
Electromagnetic problems involving spheroidal structures have been studied for many years.
The analyses of prolate-spheroidal antennas and forced oscillations of prolate-spheroidal
structures include the well-known treatments of Stratton and Chu, Schelkunoff, Page and
Adams, and Ryder [63–67] from the period 1939–1952. A comprehensive review of the
approaches to the prolate-spheroidal antenna problem from that period can be found in
[68].
The common assumption in the early analyses is that the antenna is fed through a
feed-gap on the surface of the spheroid, with the gap containing various field distributions.
Relatively recent treatments (e.g. [69, 70]) have further contributed to the theory of the
spheroidal antenna built on the feed-gap assumption. However, as first stated in [63], the
feed-gap model tends to produce a diverging series for the input susceptance of the antenna
for vanishingly small widths of the feed-gap. In fact, this effect is not limited to spheroidal
antennas; it has been observed in various types of antenna problems involving infinitely
narrow feed-gaps [71–75]. Furthermore, despite its inherent simplicity, it is difficult to
relate the feed-gap model directly to any practical method for feeding the antenna. This
constitutes a problem in deriving data for practical use and in verifying the analytical results
by any sort of measurement.
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The frill source feed [76–78], which has been used for modelling wire antennas fed
through an image plane by a coaxial line, is a suitable choice for overcoming the afore-
mentioned problems. For example, the frill source feed model was used successfully in the
theory for the thin-wire loop antenna to obtain a convergent series for the susceptance [79].
However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only interest in applying the frill source
feed model to spheroidal antennas occurred in two early reports [80, 81]. In both of these
works, the field of the TEM mode in the coaxial line was used in a variational formulation
to obtain an approximation for the input admittance. The numerical results obtained were
necessarily limited by the computational resources available at the time.
In this chapter, an analytical description is provided for a prolate-spheroidal monopole
antenna fed through an image plane by a coaxial transmission line, subject to the TEM
mode approximation for the field in the coaxial aperture of the transmission line. This is
accomplished through the use of the aforementioned frill source feed.
5.2 Theory
5.2.1 Spheroidal Wave Functions
In the prolate-spheroidal coordinate system shown in Fig. 48 [82], each point is charac-
terized by a triplet of numbers (η, ξ, φ), where −1 ≤ η ≤ 1 is the prolate angle variable
corresponding to hyperboloidal surfaces with foci ±F on the z-axis, 1 ≤ ξ < ∞ is the
radial variable corresponding to ellipsoidal surfaces with the same foci, and 0 ≤ φ < 2π is
the azimuthal angle variable corresponding to planes perpendicular to the plane z = 0 and
passing through the origin.
Assuming harmonic time dependence, ejωt, the scalar wave equation becomes
(∇2 + β2)ψ = 0 , (160)
where β = ω/c is the wavenumber in the free space. When separation of variables is applied
to this equation in spheroidal coordinates, solutions are obtained in the following form [83]:
ψmn = Smn(γ, η)R(i)mn(γ, ξ)e
±jmφ , (161)
in which γ = βF (corresponding to the parameter c in [83]), Smn(γ, η) is the spheroidal angle
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Figure 48: The prolate-spheroidal coordinate system.
function of the first kind, and R(i)mn(γ, ξ) is the spheroidal radial function of the first (i = 1)
or second (i = 2) kind. In most antenna problems, only these functions are encountered.
They can be expanded in terms of associated Legendre functions of the first and second
kind, Pmn (z) and Q
m



































The spheroidal radial function of the fourth kind is defined as
R(4)mn(γ, ξ) = R
(1)
mn(γ, ξ)− j R(2)mn(γ, ξ) . (163)
1The term (−1)m is included in (162a) to account for Flammer’s non-standard definition of the Legendre




Figure 49: Development of the model for the spheroidal monopole antenna. (a) Spheroidal
monopole fed through an image plane by a coaxial transmission line. (b) Geometry equiv-
alent to that of (a) for calculating the field for η ≥ 0. (c) Image equivalent of (b).
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In the above equations, the prime over the summation sign indicates that the summations
extend over only even values of r if n−m is even, and over only odd values of r if n−m is
odd. The expansion coefficients dmnr (γ) and d
mn
ρ|r (γ) satisfy certain recurrence relations, and
the joining factors κ(1)mn(γ) and κ
(2)
mn(γ) are functions of dmnr (γ) and d
mn
ρ|r (γ) [83, 86]. The
normalization constant Nmn(γ) is defined via the orthogonality property of the spheroidal
angle function, ∫ 1
−1
Smn(γ, η)Smp(γ, η)dη = Nmn(γ)δnp , (164)
in which
δnp =
 1, n = p0, n 6= p . (165)




(r + 2m)! (dmnr (γ))
2
(2r + 2m+ 1) r!
. (166)







Nmn(γ) on γ will usually not be shown explicitly.
5.2.2 Equivalent Model for the Monopole Antenna
Fig. 49(a) shows a spheroidal monopole antenna of height h, radius a, and semi-focal
length F = (h2 − a2)1/2 fed through an infinite, perfectly-conducting (PEC) image plane
by a coaxial transmission line. If we assume that the tangential electric field in the coaxial
aperture of the transmission line is Ea, then the geometry shown in Fig. 49(b) is equivalent
to that shown in Fig. 49(a) for calculating the electromagnetic field for η ≥ 0 [87]. Here
the magnetic surface current placed on the PEC image plane is
M sm = −ẑ ×Ea. (167)
Now using the method of images, the geometry in Fig. 49(b) can be replaced by the image
equivalent shown in Fig. 49(c). Here, the current of the magnetic frill source is
M sd = −2ẑ ×Ea . (168)
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At this point, the following approximation will be used: The electric field in the aperture





in which V0 is the voltage, ρ′ is the radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate system,
and a and b are the inner and outer conductor radii, respectively. This approximation has
been shown to be a useful and fairly accurate one for wire antennas fed through an image
plane by a coaxial line. For example, the actual input admittance of the antenna has been
shown to be equal to that of the antenna fed by the TEM magnetic frill source plus a small
correction added to the input susceptance [79, 88].
On the surface of the PEC spheroidal dipole in Fig. 49(c), the tangential component of
the electric field (Eη) must vanish. This constitutes a boundary condition that is central to
the problem at hand. The tangential electric field is created by two sources: the magnetic
current of the frill source, and the induced electric current on the surface of the dipole. The
field of the former is the incident field, and the field of the latter is the scattered field. In
the following two subsections, these two fields will be analyzed.
5.2.3 Tangential Component of the Incident Electric Field on the Surface of
the Spheroid
The surface of the dipole shown in Fig. 49(c) corresponds to the coordinate surface ξ =
ξa = (1− (a/h)2)−1/2, and the frill source resides on the surface S : {η = 0, ξa ≤ ξ ≤ ξb, 0 ≤
φ < 2π}. After using (169) with (168), in spheroidal coordinates, the magnetic surface









In the following, the primed variables will be used for the source point, and the unprimed
variables will be used for the observation point. The incident electric field resulting from
the current (170) is [89]




M sd ×∇′ΨdS′, (171)
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After inserting (170), the integrand of (171) becomes [40]







































(ξ′2 − 1)(1− η′2) . (174c)
Because the geometry and the source are rotationally symmetric about the z-axis, there is
no dependence on φ′, i. e. , ∂/∂φ′ = 0. After noting that η′ = 0 on the frill, (173) becomes

















On the surface of the dipole (ξ = ξa), the tangential component of the electric field must
vanish. Hence, only the η-component of (175) is necessary for the analysis. Using Table 1,
and again noting that η′ = 0 on the surface of the frill, it follows that










Now after using (176), the η-component of (175) becomes





















































φ̂ − sinφ cosφ 0
Inserting (177) into (171), the η-component of the incident electric field at ξ = ξa can be
written as follows:














































Before elaborating further on the integrals (179) and (180), the following expansion of








Smn(γ, η)Smn(γ, η′) · cos(m(φ− φ′))R(1)mn(γ, ξ<)R(4)mn(γ, ξ>) ,
(181)
in which,
ξ< : smaller of ξ and ξ′





















where now in (182), ξ< = ξa and ξ> = ξ′, because ξ = ξa and ξa ≤ ξ′ ≤ ξb. The
trigonometric integral in (183) is simply∫ 2π
0





2n(n/2)!(n/2)! if n is even
0 if n is odd .
(185)







































cos(φ′ − φ) cos(m(φ′ − φ))dφ′R(1)mn(γ, ξa)R(4)mn(γ, ξ′) . (187)
The trigonometric integral in (187) is easily evaluated,∫ 2π
0
cos(φ′ − φ) cos(m(φ′ − φ))dφ′ = πδ1m , (188)




2n(n/2−1)!(n/2+1)! if n is even
0 if n is odd .
(189)
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22k(k − 1)!(k + 1)!
S1,2k(γ, η)R
(1)
1,2k(γ, ξa)I2k(γ, ξa, ξb) , (191)
in which the following definition is introduced:









After substituting (163) into (192), the following expression is obtained for the function
I2k(γ, ξa, ξb):


































Since 2k − 1 is odd for any k, the summations in (193) extend only over odd values of r.
After exchanging the order of the sums and integrals, (193) becomes






































Substituting m = 1 into the functional identities [84, 8.6.6-7]
Pmn (z) = (z
2 − 1)m/2 d
mPn(z)
dzm
Qmn (z) = (z
2 − 1)m/2 d
mQn(z)
dzm
, for z > 1 , (195)
and inserting the resulting expressions into (194) yields the following result for I2k(γ, ξa, ξb):





















Upon substitution of the series representations for the integrals (186) and (191) with (196)
into (178), the tangential component of the incident electric field on the surface of the dipole
is obtained entirely in terms of known special functions and parameters.
5.2.4 Tangential Component of the Scattered Electric Field on the Surface of
the Spheroid
The next step is to obtain the tangential component of the scattered electric field on the
surface of the dipole. Following the discussions in [64] and [69], the various components of

























1n (γ, ξ) . (200)
Due to the symmetry of the geometry with respect to the plane z = 0, S1n(γ, η) must be
an even function of η. Hence, the summation in (200) only includes odd n. In (200), the
required behavior of the fields at infinity is accounted for via the spheroidal radial function








The coefficients an in (200) are arbitrary complex constants; therefore, they may be chosen
to satisfy the boundary condition for the total electric field on the surface of the PEC
spheroid:
Eη(η, ξa) = Esη(η, ξa) + E
i
η(η, ξa) = 0 , −1 ≤ η ≤ 1 . (202)
Mathematically, the completeness property of the spheroidal angle function set {Smn(γ, η),
n = m,m + 1, . . .} over the function space L2[−1, 1] ensures that such an arrangement for
{an} is not only possible, but also unique [90]. Furthermore, the orthogonality of this set
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offers a practical method to evaluate the coefficients an. Now, after substituting (198) with

















Multiplying both sides of (203) by S1m(γ, η), integrating over −1 ≤ η ≤ 1, and using (164),








ξ2 − 1 R(4)1,2n+1(γ, ξ)
)]
ξ=ξa
Vn(γ, ξa, ξb) , (204)
in which Y0 = (ε0/µ0)1/2 is the wave admittance of free space, and the following definition
is introduced, as in [69]:







ξ2a − η2S1,2n+1(γ, η)dη . (205)
The dimensionless function Vn(γ, ξa, ξb) will be called the source parameter. It encapsulates
the effect of the source on the current distribution, and it only depends on the incident
electric field created by the source. Using the results of subsection 5.2.3, (205) becomes:

















For simplification, the source parameter is divided into two components:





































22k(k − 1)!(k + 1)!
(ξ2a − 1)1/2R
(1)
















ηS1,2k(γ, η)S1,2n+1(γ, η)dη . (211)
We will now obtain analytical expressions for the two definite integrals in (210) and






























1− η2P2r(η)P 12s+1(η)dη . (213)






P 12r−1(η)− P 12r+1(η)
]
(214)










it follows that∫ 1
−1
√
1− η2P2r(η)P 12s+1(η)dη =
4r(2r − 1)
(4r − 1)(4r + 1)
δs,r−1 −
4(r + 1)(2r + 1)










− 4r(2r − 1)
(4r − 1)(4r + 1)
d1,2n+12r−2 +
4(r + 1)(2r + 1)























































2(2r + 2)(2r + 3)(2r + 4)
(4r + 5)(4r + 7)
δs,r+1 +
2(2r + 1)(2r + 2)(2r + 3)











2(2r + 2)(2r + 3)(2r + 4)
(4r + 5)(4r + 7)
d1,2n+12r+2 +
2(2r + 1)(2r + 2)(2r + 3)




Finally, the tangential component of the scattered electric field on the surface of the dipole










S1,2n+1(γ, η) . (223)
5.2.5 Current Distribution
Using the equivalence principle [87], the geometry shown in Fig. 49(c) can be replaced by
an equivalent one in which the PEC spheroid is replaced by the following surface current
density in free space:







in which I(η) is the current distribution on the dipole. The scattered electromagnetic field
within the spheroid bounded by this current is given by (197)–(199) with the function








1n (γ, ξ) . (225)
In (225), the spheroidal radial function of the first kind R(1)1n (γ, ξ) is used to make the field
regular on the axis ξ = 1. The tangential component of the scattered electric field must
be continuous at the surface current; that is, Esη(η, ξ
+









approach ξa from above and below, respectively. Therefore, it follows from (198) with (200)
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Now the current distribution can be determined from the boundary condition for the tan-
gential component of the magnetic field:
I(η) = 2πhφ(Hsφ(η, ξ
+
a )−Hsφ(η, ξ−a ))
= 2π(A(η, ξa)−B(η, ξa)) ,
(227)


































































1− η2Vn(γ, ξa, ξb) . (230)
The function rn(γ, ξa) in (229) is a minor variant of the Infeld’s function ζ2n, as defined in
[71]. Its definition comprises only known functions and parameters.
We now have the desired result, an analytical expression for the current distribution on
the spheroidal monopole that only involves known special functions and parameters, that
is, (230) with (229), (207), (217) and (222).
5.2.6 Input Admittance
The current distribution I(η) is valid for all the points on the monopole. Specifically,
knowledge of the current at the source, i. e. , η = 0, can be used to determine the input
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admittance of the monopole:




















Vn(γ, ξa, ξb) . (233)
In the remaining analysis, the dependence of Yn on γ, ξa, and ξb will not be shown explicitly.
Using (229) and (207)–(209) in the series (233), the input admittance can be calculated.
In the next section, a computational technique will be introduced for this purpose.
5.3 Numerical Evaluation of the Series for the Input Admittance





have been thoroughly investigated [40, 83, 86, 92], but their computation is still considered
difficult. Efficient numerical procedures for computing these functions with unrestricted
complex parameters have been absent until recently [93–95]. For their computation, the
expansion in (162) is the most commonly used one in the literature, and is theoretically
valid for an unlimited range of γ. However, since the expansion is in terms of Legendre
functions, to which the spheroidal functions reduce when γ = 0, the expansions in (162)
are practically useful for values of γ from zero up to about ten [83]. Various computational
methods for the expansion coefficients dmnr (γ) and d
mn
ρ|r (γ) and the joining factors κ
(1)
mn(γ)
and κ(2)mn(γ) in (162) are given in [83] and [86].
The computation of the input admittance in (233) requires the total current passing
upward through the circle {η = 0, ξ = ξa, 0 ≤ φ < 2π}. This circle coincides with the inner
edge of the magnetic frill, at which a logarithmic singularity exists in the η-component of
the incident electric field [78]. From (171) and (172), it follows that the singularity is only in
the real part of the field, since sin(βr)/r has a finite limit as r → 0, as opposed to cos(βr)/r.
The PEC boundary condition dictates that the total tangential electric field must be zero
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on the perfectly conducting surface of the dipole in Fig. 49(c), including the neighborhood
of the singularity. Therefore, the scattered electric field should exhibit the same kind of
singularity. Nevertheless, the series for the scattered electric field in (223) consists of terms
that are finite on the surface of the dipole, including the inner edge of the frill. Therefore, it
can be anticipated that a small number of terms in (223) will poorly represent the electric
field near the source. In Fig. 50(a), the incident tangential electric field is compared to
the series for the scattered tangential electric field (223) truncated at 100, 500, and 1000
terms. The difficulty of accurately representing the singularity with the series (223) (even
with 1000 terms) is evident.
In contrast to the electric field, the incident magnetic field is finite everywhere in space,
including the source region [78]. In addition, it can be proven that the total magnetic field
is also finite everywhere in space, including the inner edge of the frill. Consequently, the
current is finite in the feed region; and the series in (233) is convergent. This fact is clearly
demonstrated in Fig. 50(b), which shows that the series for the total magnetic field (and
current) converges everywhere on the surface of the monopole. However, as can be seen in
this figure, a large number of terms (∼1000) in the series is required to accurately represent
the total magnetic field or current near the feed region. Hence, it can be stated qualitatively
that the series for the input admittance (233) is slowly convergent.
At this point, it should be noted that series for the conductance (GTEM) rapidly con-
verges, typically to 10–15 digits after 5–6 terms. This is because the conductance represents
the power lost via the radiated field, which can be accurately described using a few fun-
damental current modes. Higher current modes having more variation along the monopole
surface contribute less to the radiated field. However, these higher modes have a signifi-
cant effect on the near-field and the local energy distribution. This makes the susceptance
(BTEM) dependent on these modes. For this reason, the slowly convergent part of the input
admittance (233) is the susceptance.
The slow convergence of the series in (233) requires us to employ an approximate method
that will increase the computation efficiency, and still retain a specified accuracy. The need




Figure 50: (a) The real part of the tangential component of the electric field at the
surface of the monopole (normalized by V0/F ). Results for the truncated series for the
scattered field (223) (with inverted sign) are compared to the incident field (178). (b)
The imaginary part of the φ-component of the total magnetic field at the surface of the
monopole (normalized by Y0V0/F ). Results for the truncated series (derived from (230))
are compared. h/λ = 0.5, h/a = 103, Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...).
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(233) for large n. This is a consequence of the computation of spheroidal wave functions
for each n, which becomes a formidable task for a large number of values. It must be
remembered that there are no recurrence relations between spheroidal wave functions of
different order n, unlike Legendre and Bessel functions [83].
Our method of approximation can be simply summarized as follows: We represent the
spheroidal wave functions by Legendre functions at large n, and utilize the recurrence
relations to obtain a large number of terms. For sufficiently large n values (the criterion
for which is given later), the Legendre functions are approximated by simpler functions,
which allow the analytical summation of the rest of the series. This analytical summation
embodies the slowly-convergent part in the series (233), which is due to the singularity in
the tangential electric field, thus resolving the practical problem of summing (233) up to
inaccessibly large terms. In the subsequent paragraphs and Appendix D, the aforementioned
approximation process is explained in detail.













Y cn . (234)




n , guidelines for choosing nmax1, nmax2, nmax3, and the assess-
ment of the accuracy of (234) are detailed in Appendix D.
The term Y an is obtained by replacing the spheroidal wave functions in Yn with their
asymptotic forms in n, i. e. , Legendre functions; which are considerably easier to calcu-
late than spheroidal wave functions. The term Y bn is obtained by substituting into Y
a
n the
asymptotic forms of the Legendre functions for large n, which only include algebraic opera-
tions on known parameters. The term Y cn is a simplified form of Y
b
n for large n, chosen such





An important point is that the full partition in (234) may not be necessary in certain









can yield high accuracy with an appropriate value of nmax1. For example, for the monopole
used for the measurements in Section 5.5, the input susceptance BTEM converges to 4 digits
with nmax1 = 100.
The partition in (234) has another important advantage: It is shown in Appendix D
that the last three partial sums in (234) are proportional to the frequency ω. Hence, for
a fixed geometry, only the first partial sum in (234) has to be recalculated for different
frequencies.
In Fig. 51 and Fig. 52, the input admittance and input impedance of the prolate-
spheroidal monopole antenna are graphed, respectively, for a practical range of the electrical
length: 0 < h/λ ≤ 0.65. Notice that the vertical scale is logarithmic, and that ”+” and
”−” signs are used to indicate where the susceptance is positive and negative, respectively.
The dimensions of the TEM magnetic frill feeding the antenna correspond to a coaxial line
with Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...). In all figures, a family of curves is shown; each curve is
for a different thickness of the monopole. Here, the logarithmic parameter Ω = 2 ln(2h/a),
customarily used with cylindrical antennas, indicates the thickness for the range Ω = 6.0
(h/a = 10.0) to Ω = 15.0 (h/a = 904). These graphs should be useful for design purposes.
It is instructive to compare the results in Fig. 51 for the prolate-spheroidal antenna
with those for a similar cylindrical antenna. Such results can be found in the work of
R. W. P. King [96], in particular, the King-Middleton second-order results for the input
admittance of the cylindrical dipole antenna. While the results for the two antennas are
qualitatively the same, there are noticeable differences around the first resonant length.
For very thin prolate-spheroidal antennas, the resonant length is near h/λ ≈ 0.25, and
it moves to higher values of h/λ for thicker antennas. Whereas, for very thin cylindrical
antennas, the resonant length is near h/λ ≈ 0.25, and it moves to lower values of h/λ
for thicker antennas. In addition, for the prolate-spheroidal antenna, the maximum in the
input conductance, which occurs near resonance, is approximately the same for all of the
thicknesses displayed: GTEM ≈ 27.5 mS. For the cylindrical antenna, there is more variation
in the maximum value of the conductance for comparable changes in thickness.




Figure 51: The input admittance of the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna as a function
of the electrical length. Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...). (a) Input conductance GTEM. (b)




Figure 52: The input impedance of the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna as a function
of the electrical length. Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...). (a) Input resistance RTEM. (b) Absolute
input reactance |XTEM|.
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radiated or far-zone field, viz., the asymptotic field for r →∞. In the spherical coordinate




θ , and they
can be obtained analytically by methods quite similar to those already presented. The
radiated electric field consists of two terms: the incident field, which is due to the magnetic
current of the frill source, and the scattered field, which is due the induced electric current
on the monopole. Numerical calculations show that the latter is much greater than the
former, typically greater by at least three orders of magnitude. Hence, we only need to
consider the scattered electric field, which is given by the series















For monopoles of moderate electrical length, this series converges very quickly.





for which numerical results are presented in Fig. 53. Here the maximum directivity, Dmax
(Fig. 53(a)), and the angle at which it occurs, θmax (Fig. 53(b)) are shown as functions of
the electrical length h/λ for three values of the thickness, Ω = 6, 10, and 15. The three
small insets in Fig. 53(a) show power patterns for the three lengths h/λ = 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0,
and two thicknesses Ω = 6 (solid line) and 15 (dashed line).
For an electrically short monopole, the maximum directivity occurs at broadside (θmax =
90◦) and Dmax ≈ 3 (Dmax ≈ 3/2 for the dipole). The maximum directivity stays at
broadside and increases with electrical length until h/λ ≈ 0.6. After this point, a multi-lobed
field pattern forms (see pattern for h/λ = 0.7), and the maximum directivity decreases.
When h/λ ≈ 1.0, the field pattern has a single, well-defined, elevated lobe at θmax ≈ 60◦,
and Dmax ≈ 4.6. As the electrical length is increased further, this behavior is repeated. For
monopoles of practical length (those with maximum directivity at broadside, h/λ < 0.6),
the maximum directivity is higher the thinner the monopole, the larger Ω. When the
spheroidal monopole is very thin, e.g. Ω = 15, the behavior for the maximum directivity is
very similar to that for the infinitesimally-thin, cylindrical dipole antenna with a sinusoidal




Figure 53: Directivity of the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna as a function of the
electrical length: (a) maximum directivity, and (b) angle at which it occurs. The insets
show power patterns for the lengths h/λ = 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0. Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...).
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Table 2: Comparison of the theoretical and numerical results for the input admittance of
the prolate spheroidal monopole. a = 0.01λ, b/a = 1.20.
Admittance at feed point (mS)
2h/λ Theoretical MoM (Bibby)
Real Imag. Real Imag.
0.25 0.19479 4.8959 0.19479 4.896
0.375 1.98679 8.6748 1.9868 8.675
0.5 13.7015 2.7583 13.701 2.758
0.75 2.18848 0.0546 2.1885 0.0546
1.0 1.23152 2.1963 1.2315 2.196
5.4 Comparison of Theory with Previous Results
The input admittance of a prolate-spheroidal monopole fed by a magnetic frill has been
investigated by Bibby and Peterson [97] using the method of moments [98]. Their results
are compared with ours in Table 2. The parameters for the monopole are: a = 0.01λ,
b/a = 1.20. In Table 2, the length of the equivalent dipole [see Fig. 49(c)] normalized by
the free-space wavelength λ is given in first column. The second and third columns show the
real and imaginary parts of the input admittances of the equivalent dipole obtained using
the theoretical formulas derived in this chapter. The fourth and fifth columns are taken
from the numerical results in [97, Table II]. It is seen that there is excellent agreement
between the two results.
5.5 Comparison of Theory with Measurements
An experimental model was constructed for the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna, and
measurements made with this model were used to verify the theoretical calculations. The
experimental setting is shown in Fig. 54. The monopole was fed through an aluminum
image plane by a precision coaxial line (7 mm line with an APC-7 connector). The image




Figure 54: The experimental setup used in the measurement of the input admittance of
the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna. (a) Schematic drawing. (b) Picture.
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For the measurements to be described, the dimensions of the coaxial line and monopole were
such that Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...) and h/a = 80.5 (Ω = 10.16). The input admittance of
the antenna was measured with an Agilent Model 8720D Network Analyzer.
The theoretical results for the input admittance (solid line) are compared with the
measured results (dashed line) in Fig. 55 for a range of electrical lengths: Fig. 55(a) for
0 < h/λ ≤ 1.0, and Fig. 55(b) for 1.0 ≤ h/λ ≤ 2.0. This range of electrical lengths includes
the first four resonances of the antenna and the first three antiresonances. There is generally
very good agreement between the theory and the measurements, and this agreement attests
the value of the theoretical model for practical applications. However, there are noticeable,
small differences, particularly in the input susceptance (B), once the electrical length is
greater than about h/λ = 1.25. These differences are most likely due to two effects. The
first effect is the fact that a perfect prolate-spheroidal shape could not be obtained for the
experimental model. This can alter the effective electrical length of the spheroid. The
second effect is the TEM field approximation that is used in the theoretical model. It is
well known that the correction for this approximation is the addition of a small negative
capacitive admittance [79, 88], and as can be seen in Fig. 55(b), a small negative susceptance
added to the theory would improve the comparison. Morris has presented results that can
be used to estimate this correction, and for our length of antenna (h = 11.995 cm) and
transmission line (b/a = 2.30...), the correction is [88]
δY ≈ −j0.23(h/λ) . (238)
In Fig. 56, for the longer values of h/λ, three input susceptances for the spheroidal monopole
antenna are compared: YTEM (solid line), YTEM + δY (dashed line), and measured Y (dot-
ted line). Notice that the vertical scale is logarithmic for this graph. Clearly, the small
correction (|δY | < 0.5 mS) brings the theory and measurements into better agreement.
In Fig. 57, the measured input admittance of the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna
is compared with that for a cylindrical monopole antenna (right circular cylinder) of similar
size: the same values of b/a and h/a. The results for the two antennas are similar; however,
there is a distinct difference: From the location of the resonant points, the prolate-spheroidal
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monopole appears to be shorter than the cylindrical monopole by about 8%. This difference
has been noted in the past by other investigators, and is qualitatively described by the




Figure 55: Comparison of the theoretical and measured input admittances for the prolate-
spheroidal monopole antenna. Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...), h/a = 80.5.
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Figure 56: Comparison of input susceptances for the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna.
Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...), h/a = 80.5.
Figure 57: Comparison of measured input admittances for the prolate-spheroidal





In this thesis, supplemental techniques were developed for the FDTD analysis of multilay-
ered media. The first of these techniques is the near-field-to far-field transform (NFFFT),
which is applicable to non-dispersive multilayered media. The second technique is the
TF/SF boundary, or the plane-wave injector, which is applicable for general (possibly lossy)
multilayered media.
In Chapter 2, a direct time-domain near-field-to-far-field transform was presented for the
FDTD analysis of structures radiating in a lossless multilayered medium. An “on-the-fly”
method similar to the one used in the free-space NFFFT was introduced, which involves
keeping track of ten far-field storage arrays instead of six, as is the case for the NFFFT in
free space. It was observed that the computational overhead increases with the number of
delayed impulses in the functions Vpv (t| z′),Vpi (t| z′), and that the overhead is greatest when
the observation point is close to the interface. The derivation of the NFFFT was given in a
manner that relies heavily on the transmission-line analog associated with the multilayered
medium. This allowed the step-by-step generalization of the NFFFT from a simple medium
such as the dielectric half space in Section 2.2.1 to a general multilayered medium in Section
2.2.4. In Section 2.3, the applicability of the NFFFT was extended to the radiated electric
field in the lowermost half space.
After the formulation for the NFFFT in general multilayered media was presented,
illustrative examples were given to demonstrate the use of the NFFFT. First, a thin cylin-
drical dipole on a dielectric half space was analyzed using the developed NFFFT. Then,
the NFFFT was applied to the FDTD analysis of the radiation from two microstrip line
configurations: a length of matched microstrip line, and a matched microstrip bend. The
results for the first configuration agreed with simple traveling-wave antenna theory, which
asserts that the radiation occurs at the feed and the termination, and predicts the radiated
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pulses to be approximately proportional to the derivative of the driving voltage waveform.
The results for the second configuration were shown to be direct consequences of those for
the first configuration, by the use of a simple conceptual model for the bend that consists
of two microstrip line segments joined together at a right angle to each other.
In Chapter 3, a TF/SF boundary (or a plane-wave injector) was presented for a general
lossy multilayered medium. The independence of both the geometry and the incident plane
wave in a certain direction (perpendicular to the principal plane G in Fig. 19) was exploited
to reduce Maxwell’s equations to two sets (TE and TM) of 1-D transmission-line (TL)
equations on the axis of symmetry. A 1-D auxiliary FDTD grid was used to solve for
these equations. Implementation issues such as field placement, stability and excitation
were discussed. It was noted that the issue of stability becomes important when the angle
of incidence θ is large (close to π/2). In these cases, the time step in the 1-D auxiliary
grid was reduced by an odd factor to maintain stability. Next, the plane-wave injector
was generalized to lossy media. Problems with earlier attempts for this generalization
in the literature were discussed. Afterwards, the plane-wave injector was generalized to
handle narrowband inhomogeneous waves. The physical reasons for assuming a narrowband
incident plane wave were discussed. It was noted that these waves required implicit field
updates in their respective regions. Finally, the transparency of the TF/SF boundary to
the scattered field was demonstrated using a simple example.
In Chapter 4, the NFFFT and TF/SF boundary were applied together to a series of
practical examples. In the first set of problems, the TF/SF boundary was used to intro-
duce a plane wave into a multilayered medium containing a perfectly-conducting scatterer.
The scattered field in the far zone was calculated using the NFFFT. In the second set of
examples, radiation problems were considered. Two different antennas were investigated in
transmission and reception modes, and a time-domain reciprocity relation was confirmed
between the results obtained from these cases. In the transmission mode, the NFFFT
was used to calculate the radiated electric field, while the TF/SF boundary was used to
introduce the plane wave incident on the antenna in the reception mode. The antenna con-
sidered in the second example was a practical antenna: a resistively-loaded UWB bowtie.
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For demonstrating the use of the developed methods, the antenna was placed on an infinite
ungrounded dielectric slab. The antenna was investigated in the transmission and recep-
tion modes, and the UWB performance of the antenna was evaluated. It was shown that
the methods introduced in our study are promising tools for analyzing UWB structures
mounted on multilayered substrates.
In Chapter 5, previous work on a different subject was presented for completeness.
Specifically, the input admittance of the prolate-spheroidal monopole antenna fed by a
coaxial transmission line through an image plane was derived using the TEM approxima-
tion on the coaxial aperture. The resulting series for the input admittance was seen to
be slowly convergent, so a special numerical procedure for calculating the series was intro-
duced to achieve high accuracy and computational efficiency. The input admittance of a
prolate-spheroidal monopole with practical dimensions was measured and compared to the
theory. Comparisons were also made between the theory and previous MoM results. Both
comparisons showed very good agreement.
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APPENDIX A
TIME-DOMAIN RADIATED ELECTRIC FIELD IN A
MULTILAYERED MEDIUM
In this Appendix, we will derive the relations in Sec. 2.2 between the radiated electric
field in the upper half space and the time-domain surface currents J t,Mt in Fig. 6. The
results will be presented for a more general setting, where an arbitrary volumetric current
distribution J ,M is present. The specialization to surface currents J t,Mt is then trivial.
Let us first consider the frequency-domain counterpart of Fig. 6, in which localized
sources J(r′),M(r′) radiate in a lossless multilayered medium. Let z = z0 be any plane
above the localized sources. In the subsequent analysis, we will use the plane-wave spectrum
on this plane to derive the radiated electric field. The 2-D Fourier transform ρ = (x, y)→
kρ = (kx, ky) (or the spectral decomposition) of the electric field in the z = z0 plane is
denoted as
Ẽ(kx, ky, z0) = Ẽx(kx, ky, z0)x̂+ Ẽy(kx, ky, z0)ŷ + Ẽz(kx, ky, z0)ẑ . (239)
Without the ẑ component, (239) is commonly known as the plane-wave spectrum of the
field. Using the invariance of the geometry in Fig. 6 in the xy plane, (239) can be expressed




˜̄GEJ(kρ, z0| z′) · J̃(kρ, z′)dz′ + ∫ ∞
−∞
˜̄GEM (kρ, z0| z′) · M̃(kρ, z′)dz′ ,
(240)
in which J̃(kρ, z′), M̃(kρ, z′) are the spectral decompositions of the source currents J(r′),
M(r′). In (240), ˜̄GEJ,EM(kρ, z| z′) denote the spectral dyadic Green functions, given in Appendix










˜̄GEM (kρ, z0| z′) ·M(r′)ejkρ·ρ′dV ′ , (241)
in which the volume V encloses all sources.
The key point in the derivation is that the electric field above the plane z = z0 can be
expressed directly in terms of the plane-wave spectrum (239) [1]. To this end, the plane-wave



















· e−j(kρρ cos(v−φ)+kz(z−z0))dv dkρ , (242)
in which ρ = (x2 + y2)1/2, and kz = (k20 − k2ρ)1/2, Im(kz) < 0. The resulting field in
(242) satisfies Maxwell’s equations in the region z > z0 and the boundary condition on the
plane z = z0, hence is the unique solution for the electric field. There are, however, several
analytical details that require attention in this formulation. Since the entire space is lossless,
the multilayered medium may support eigenmodes that are not absolutely integrable (e.g.
surface waves decaying as ρ−1/2, plane waves decaying as r−1), hence, the conventional
2-D Fourier transform for real kx, ky does not exist. For this reason, the integration along
the real kρ axis in (242) is not valid. To circumvent this problem without abandoning the
conventional 2-D Fourier transform, it usually assumed that there is a vanishingly small
loss in the uppermost half space, so that all the eigenmodes of the multilayered medium
decay exponentially in all directions. This ensures absolute integrability, and the existence
of the conventional 2-D Fourier transform pair [99].
The radiated electric field in the uppermost half space can be obtained by asymptotic
evaluation of the integral in (242) for r →∞. Substituting (241) into (242) and evaluating
the v integral, we obtain Bessel functions with varying order n. The remaining semi-infinite
integral for kρ is then converted to an infinite integral by the use of Hankel functions [99].
The steepest-descent method [13, 99] can then be applied to the infinite kρ integral by
deforming the path of integration to the steepest-descent path passing from the saddle
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point kρ = k0 sin θ. For large enough k0r, the contribution from the vicinity of the saddle-
point dominates the field in every direction [13]. We therefore neglect the contributions
from the singularities in the kρ plane (which result in surface waves), and consider only
the saddle-point contribution. In this case, it is unnecessary to carry out the cumbersome
procedure detailed above; we instead apply the simple stationary-phase argument directly
to the double integral (242) [1, Sec. 3.6.2]. The radiated electric field obtained by this



















Fθ(θ, φ) = (x̂ cosφ+ ŷ sinφ) · Ẽ(α, β, z0) (244)
Fφ(θ, φ) = (−x̂ sinφ cos θ + ŷ cosφ cos θ) · Ẽ(α, β, z0) , (245)
in which k0 = ω/c, α = k0 cosφ sin θ, and β = k0 sinφ sin θ.
Taking the inverse temporal Fourier transform of (243) with (244)–(245) and (241), we
obtain













GEJθ,φ(θ, φ, t|z′)  J (r′, t) + GEMθ,φ (θ, φ, t|z′) M(r′, t)
]
tr
dV ′ , (247)
in which tr = t+(x′ cosφ sin θ+y′ sinφ sin θ)/c is the lateral retarded time, J (r′, t), M(r′, t)
are the time domain source currents, and GEJ,EMθ,φ (θ, φ, t|z′) are the inverse temporal Fourier
transforms of
ejk0z0 cos θ (x̂ cosφ+ ŷ sinφ) · ˜̄GEJ,EM (α, β, z0| z′) (248)
and
ejk0z0 cos θ (−x̂ sinφ cos θ + ŷ cosφ cos θ) · ˜̄GEJ,EM (α, β, z0| z′) , (249)
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respectively. Substituting kρ = (kx, ky) = (α, β) into (308)–(309) in Appendix B, applying
the dot product in (248)–(249), and finally taking the inverse temporal Fourier transform,
we obtain the following expressions for GEJ,EMθ,φ (θ, φ, t|z′):
GEJθ = −x̂Vei cosφ− ŷVei sinφ+ ẑZ0Vev sin θ/ε′r (250)
GEMθ = x̂Vev sinφ− ŷVev cosφ (251)
GEJφ = x̂Vhi sinφ cos θ − ŷVhi cosφ cos θ (252)
GEMφ = x̂Vhv cosφ cos θ + ŷVhv sinφ cos θ − ẑY0Vhi sin θ cos θ . (253)
Here, ε′r denotes the relative permittivity at the source point, Z0 = 1/Y0 =
√
µ0/ε0 is the
wave impedance of free space. The functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in (250)–(253) are given by
Vpv (t| z′) = Vpv (z0, t+ z0 cos θ/c| z′) (254)
Vpi (t| z
′) = Vpi (z0, t+ z0 cos θ/c| z
′) , (255)
in which Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′) are the time-domain TL Green functions for the source
coordinates (z, t) = (z′, 0) and observation coordinates (z, t) = (z0, t). These TL Green
functions are the basic solutions of the transmission-line equations in Appendix B, (285)–

































The propagation constants kp and the characteristic impedances Zp of these transmission
lines are given by Appendix B, (289)–(291) with the same changes as above:
kp = k0
√












εr − sin2 θ . (260)
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The transmission-line Green function Vpv (z0, t| z′)/Vpi (z0, t| z′) is defined as the voltage in-
duced in the transmission line defined by (256) or (257) at the observation point z0 at
time t, created by an impulsive voltage/current at source point z′ at time t = 0. Since
the propagation constant kp in (258) is seen to be proportional to the frequency ω, the
transmission line is non-dispersive. Therefore, the impulsive voltage/current waves pre-
serve their shape while propagating in the transmission line. In a general multilayered
medium, these impulsive traveling waves eventually encounter one or more material in-
terfaces between different media. At these interfaces, the incoming impulsive waves will
split into transmitted and reflected waves, which also have the shape of an impulse due
to the frequency-independence of the characteristic impedances Zp in (259)–(260). The
propagation and reflection/transmission mechanism of impulsive waves lies at the heart of
the near-field-to-far-field transform described in Chapter 2, and is explained more detail in
Section 2.2.
If the TL Green functions Vpv (z0, t| z′),Vpi (z0, t| z′) pertinent to the geometry are known,
the functions Vpv (t| z′), Vpi (t| z′) in (250)–(253) are obtained by a simple delaying operation
as in (254)–(255). Note the cancelation of the z0-dependence of Vpv (z0, t| z′), Vpi (z0, t| z′) by
the time-advance z0 cos θ/c, which is expected since the choice of z0 is practically arbitrary.




SPECTRAL DYADIC GREEN FUNCTIONS FOR PLANAR
MULTILAYERED MEDIA
In this Appendix, we will derive the frequency-domain spectral dyadic Green functions for
planar multilayered media. These functions constitute the basis of the near-field-to-far-field
transformer (NFFFT) for general multilayered media.










f̃(kx, ky)e−j(kxx+kyy)dkxdky . (262)
Let f(x, y, z) denote a scalar field, or a component of a vector field. The spectral decompo-
sition of the field in the x-y plane is defined by the following 2-D Fourier transform:










ρ = x x̂+ y ŷ (264)
kρ = kx x̂+ ky ŷ . (265)
The Maxwell curl equations for ejωt dependence are
∇×E = −jωµH −M (266)
∇×H = jωεE + J . (267)
The electric and magnetic fields can be written as superposition integrals involving the
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HM (r| r′) ·M(r′)dV ,
(269)
in which ḠEJ,EM,HJ,HM (r| r′) are the dyadic Green functions [13]. Since the planar multi-
layered geometry is invariant in the x-y plane, i.e., the material properties depend only on





















HM (ρ− ρ′, z| z′) ·M(ρ′, z′)dV.
(271)
Applying the spectral decomposition in (263) to both sides of (270) and (271) and us-
ing the spatial convolution property of the 2-D Fourier transform, the following spectral
















˜̄GHM (kρ, z| z′) · M̃(kρ, z′)dz′ , (273)
in which ˜̄GEJ,EM,HJ,HM (kρ, z| z′) are the spectral dyadic Green functions, which are the
spectral decompositions of the dyadic Green functions in (268) and (269). Similarly,
J̃(kρ, z′) and M̃(kρ, z′) are the spectral decompositions of the source currents J(r′) and
M(r′). In this Appendix, we derive the spectral dyadic Green functions in (272) and (273),
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following the steps in [17] and using identical notation. Although the spectral Green func-
tions obtained in [17] are later inverse transformed back to spatial domain for use in integral
transforms, we will find that the radiated fields in a multilayered medium can be obtained
directly from the spectral dyadic Green functions, without any need for inversion to spatial
domain.
We first apply the spectral decomposition in (263) to both sides of (266) and (267) to






(k2 − kρkρ·)(H̃t × ẑ) + kρ
J̃z
ωε






(k2 − kρkρ·)(ẑ × Ẽt) + kρ
M̃z
ωµ
− (ẑ × J̃ t) (275)
−jωεẼz = jkρ · (H̃t × ẑ) + J̃z (276)
−jωµH̃z = jkρ · (ẑ × Ẽt) + M̃z , (277)
in which the “∼” sign above a field or source variable denotes the spectral decomposition of
that variable, and the tangential and axial components of a field or source vector is defined
as
F̃ = F̃ t + F̃zẑ . (278)
We will find it more convenient to switch from cartesian coordinates (kx, ky) to radial
coordinates (u, v), where
kx = u cos v (279)
ky = u sin v (280)
û = cos v x̂+ sin v ŷ = kρ/u (281)
v̂ = − sin v x̂+ cos v ŷ = ẑ × û . (282)
If we let
Ẽt = ûV e + v̂ V h (283)
H̃t × ẑ = û Ie + v̂ Ih , (284)
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and project (274) and (275) on û and v̂, we obtain
∂V e
∂z
= −jkeZeIe + ve (285)
∂Ie
∂z




= −jkhZhIh + vh (287)
∂Ih
∂z
= −jkhY hV h + ih , (288)
in which the wavenumbers kp and the TL impedances Zp are given by (superscript p de-
noting e or h)
kp =
√



















J̃z − M̃v ie = −J̃u (292)
vh = M̃u ih = −
kρ
ωµ
M̃z − J̃v . (293)
Now, from (283)–(284) and (276)–(277), the spectral fields can be expressed as
Ẽ = Ẽt + Ẽzẑ = ûV e + v̂ V h − ẑ
1
jωε
(jkρIe + J̃z) (294)
H̃ = H̃t + H̃zẑ = −û Ih + v̂ Ie + ẑ
1
jωµ
(jkρV h − M̃z) . (295)
As is evident from (294) and (295), the superscripts e and h denote the TM and TE
variables (with respect to z), respectively. The equations (285)–(288) are transmission line
(TL) equations for voltage-current pairs (V e, Ie) and (V h, Ih) , with distributed voltage
and current sources ve, ie, vh, ih, which are expressed in terms of electric and magnetic
currents in (292) and (293). The TL voltage and currents V e, Ie, V h, Ih are linked to the
spectral tangential field quantities Ẽt, H̃t via (283) and (284). Since the spectral axial field
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quantities Ẽz, H̃z can be derived from the spectral tangential field quantities Ẽt, H̃t via
(276) and (277), the TL equations (285)–(288) completely specify the relation between the
spectral field quantities Ẽ, H̃ and the spectral sources J̃ ,M̃ .
Thus, the vector problem in (274) and (275) has been reduced to the scalar TL problems
in (285)–(288), the solutions of which are well documented in the literature. The Green
functions associated with these TL problems are the voltages and currents at z due to unit
impulsive voltages and currents at z′. Since there are 4 combinations involved, and two
different TL’s corresponding to the TM and TE pairs (V e, Ie) and (V h, Ih), we have a total
of 8 TL Green functions (superscript p denoting e or h):
V pv (z| z′) : voltage at z due to unit series voltage at z′ (296)
V pi (z| z
′) : voltage at z due to unit shunt current at z′ (297)
Ipv (z| z′) : current at z due to unit series voltage at z′ (298)
Ipi (z| z
′) : current at z due to unit shunt current at z′ . (299)








i are not shown explicitly. From
the linearity of the TL equations (285)–(288), the TL voltages and currents are obtained
from superposition:
V p =< V pv ; v
p > + < V pi ; i
p > (300)
Ip =< Ipv ; v
p > + < Ipi ; i
p > , (301)
in which the angle bracket denotes integration of the product of its parameters with respect
to z′. Substituting (300) and (301) into (294) and (295), we obtain
Ẽ = û
(
< V ei ;−J̃u > + < V ev ;
kρ
ωε′




< V hi ;
−kρ
ωµ′








< Iei ;−J̃u > + < Iev ;
kρ
ωε′















< Iei ;−J̃u > + < Iev ;
kρ
ωε′









< V hi ;
−kρ
ωµ′





Comparing (272)–(273) and (302)–(303), the spectral dyadic Green functions can be written
as [17]










Iev − δ(z − z′)
] (304)














Converting from radial unit vectors (û, v̂) to cartesian unit vectors (x̂, ŷ) using (281) and
(282), the spectral dyadic functions in (304)–(307) become
˜̄GEJ = x̂x̂(−V ei cos2 v − V hi sin2 v)+ ŷŷ (−V ei sin2 v − V hi cos2 v)
+ x̂ŷ
(
−V ei + V hi
)
sin v cos v + ŷx̂
(
−V ei + V hi
)































V ev sin v
)
(308)
˜̄GEM = x̂x̂(V ev − V hv ) sin v cos v + ŷŷ (−V ev + V hv ) sin v cos v
+ x̂ŷ
(






































































˜̄GHM = x̂x̂(−Ihv cos2 v − Iev sin2 v)
+ ŷŷ
(












































We now have the desired result; the spectral dyadic Green functions ˜̄GEJ,EM,HJ,HM (kρ, z| z′)
are given by equations (308)–(311).
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APPENDIX C
TRANSMISSION-LINE EQUATIONS FOR PLANE-WAVE
INCIDENCE ON A LOSSLESS MULTILAYERED MEDIUM
In this Appendix, we present a direct time-domain derivation of the transmission-line equa-
tions (101)–(102) arising in the plane-wave incidence on a lossless multilayered medium.
We start with the observation made in the discussion preceding (101)–(102), namely,
that the component of the phase velocity tangential to the interface (x component) must
be the same at every interface in the multilayered structure. This velocity is equal to
vx = c0/ sin θ, where c0 is the speed of light in the lossless uppermost medium (n = 0)
and θ is the angle between k̂i and ẑ in Fig. 19. This is actually the defining property of
a plane wave, which is nothing more than a radiating mode of a multilayered structure in
free space. With this relation, any component of the field can be expressed as
E(z, ξ) with ξ = t− x
c0/ sin θ




































Now let’s examine the source-free Maxwell’s equations in one of the layers using the relation
(315). The electric-field curl equation
∇× E = −µ0∂H/∂t (316)
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Similarly, the magnetic-field curl equation
∇×H = ε ∂E/∂t (320)

























We see that the equations (317),(319),(322) only involve the field components (Ey,Hx,Hz),
and the equations (318),(321),(323) only involve the field components (Hy, Ex, Ez). We
call the former and the latter equations transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic
(TM) transmission-line equations, respectively, since the electric field is perpendicular to
the principal plane G in the TE equations, and the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
principal plane G in the TM equations. We integrate (319) in time and substitute into















εr0 sin θ Ey (326)
Similarly, integrating (323) in time and substituting into (318), we obtain the following final
form of the TM equations:
∂Ex
∂z



















Now, adopting the notation Eh = Ey, Hh = −Hx for the TE equations and the notation
Ee = Ex, He = Hy for the TM equations, we obtain the time-domain equations (101)–(102).
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF THE PARTIAL SUMS IN THE SERIES FOR THE
INPUT ADMITTANCE
In this Appendix, we present the details of the division of the series (233) into four partial
sums given in (234).
In (234), we compute the exact terms Yn of the series for the input admittance (233) up
to n = nmax1. From n = nmax1 + 1 to nmax2, we must find an accurate approximation for
the spheroidal wave functions. For this purpose, it is necessary to look more closely at the













Smn(γ, η) = 0 . (330)
From Sturm-Liouville theory [100], it is known that this differential equation has solutions
with finite values at η = ±1 only for a countable infinity of real λmn values. The usual con-
vention is to sort the eigenvalues in ascending order, and assign the labels λm,m, λm,m+1, · · · .
In this manner, it is guaranteed that the eigenvalues increase with increasing n. As a re-
sult, as n→∞, the term γ2η2 in (330) becomes negligible compared to the eigenvalue λmn.
When the term γ2η2 is omitted (γ = 0), (330) reduces to the Legendre differential equation















Fmn (x) = 0 , (331)
in which the eigenvalues are chosen to be λmn = n(n + 1) with integer n for finiteness at
x = ±1. For each eigenvalue, the two independent solutions of (331) are Pmn (x) and Qmn (x).
Therefore, it can be said that the spheroidal wave functions reduce to Legendre functions
as n → ∞. Motivated by this fact, in Y an , all spheroidal functions will be replaced by
appropriately normalized Legendre functions.
For computation of Y an , the direct substitution of γ = 0 in the codes written for
spheroidal functions is usually impractical. The most important reason for this is that
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the terms Y an are calculated up to some n that exceeds the applicable range of the codes
written for the spheroidal functions. Another reason is that as γ → 0, the codes for the
spheroidal functions are very likely to encounter indeterminate forms such as ∞/∞, 0/0,
or 0 · ∞. It is therefore necessary to find the limiting forms of the spheroidal wave func-
tions and parameters for γ → 0, and write different codes for calculating the results. Using
(162), (166), and the normalization scheme for the prolate coefficients dmnr (γ) adopted by
Flammer [83, pg. 21], the following expressions are obtained as γ → 0:
dmnr (0) = δr,m−n (332a)















































1,2k(γ, ξa) I2k(γ, ξa, ξb)
]
(336)































= 0 , (337c)














respectively. Upon substitution of (334), (338), and (339) in (207), (208), and (209), the
source parameter Vn(0, ξa, ξb) becomes





















































) − −(ξ2a − 1)P 12n+1(ξa)
2(n+ 1)
(
P 12n(ξa)− ξaP 12n+1(ξa)
) . (343)
With (333), (340), and (343), Y an is expressed entirely in terms of Legendre functions P
m
n (z)
andQmn (z). Note that the Legendre functions are easier to compute than the spheroidal wave
functions, because there are recurrence relations between Legendre functions of different
order and degree. Such relations do not exist for the spheroidal wave functions.
It is possible to obtain an estimate for nmax1 in (234) using the following fact: As the term
γ2η2 gets smaller compared to λmn, the difference between the terms Yn and Y an approaches
zero. Therefore, the truncation point nmax1 must satisfy the criterion λmn  γ2η2. Since
the eigenvalues of (331) are λmn = n(n+1), the following relation may be used for estimating
nmax1:
nmax1(nmax1 + 1) γ2η2 , (344)
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or
nmax1  γ = βF . (345)
Note that the approximation of spheroidal wave functions by Legendre functions makes
them independent of frequency. Consequently, the dependence of Y an on frequency becomes
a linear one, through the term −j2πY0γ = −j2πε0ωF in (233). This linear dependence is
also present in Y bn and Y
c
n .
In Y bn , the Legendre functions are simplified even further for large n. The asymptotic
forms used for the functions Pmn (ξ) and Q
m




(ξ2 − 1)−1/4(ξ +
√





(ξ2 − 1)−1/4(ξ −
√
ξ2 − 1)n+1/2 . (347)
Now an estimate for nmax2 in (234) will be obtained. First, it must be remembered that
the accuracy of the asymptotic forms in (346) and (347) is a qualitative indicator of the
similarity between Y an and Y
b
n . Therefore, it is logical to require that, at the truncation
point nmax2, the asymptotic forms in (346) and (347) are accurate. A suitable measure
of similarity between the asymptotic forms in (346) and (347) and the original functions
Pmn (ξ) and Q
m







where K2 is the desired ratio of the the leading term to the first neglected term in the
asymptotic expansions of the functions. This constraint is valid for both (346) and (347).
It is interesting to note that the minimum number of terms needed to satisfy the asymptotic
condition increases as 1/
√
ξa − 1 as the spheroid gets thinner, i. e. , as ξa → 1.
The definition of Y cn will involve some final simplifications of Y
b
n . Using (346) and (347)


















































The main idea behind the simplification of Vn(0, ξa, ξb) for large n originates from (347). A
careful examination of (347) reveals that Qn(ξb) becomes negligible compared to Qn(ξa) for
large enough n, since ξb > ξa. Using this approximation and neglecting the terms Q2n(ξb)
and Q2n+2(ξb) in (340), the following expression for Vn(0, ξa, ξb) is obtained:












(2n+ 1)(4n2 + 5n+ 2) + n(4n+ 3)(ξ2a − 1)1/2/ξa
))]
. (353)
The expression in square brackets in (353) is close to unity for n  1. Therefore, it is
possible to simplify the form of Vn(0, ξa, ξb) in (353) to








which is the form of Vn(0, ξa, ξb) that will be used in Y cn . A simpler form for the normalization
constant Nmn(0) is readily obtained using (333):
N1,2n+1 ∼ 2n . (355)











Note that as n→∞, Γ(n+1/2)/Γ(n) ∼ n1/2 [102]. Therefore, Y cn behaves as 1/n2 at large









Y cn , (357)
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= 4π ln(2)− 8C , (358)
















Y cn , (360)
which is a finite sum.
It is again necessary to obtain an estimate for the truncation point nmax3. Note that
the accuracy of the aforementioned approximations of Vn(0, ξa, ξb) depend on how large the



















Now, the accuracy of the approximations just described and used in (234) will be ex-





(Yn − Y an ) +
nmax2∑
n=0
(Y an − Y bn ) +
nmax3∑
n=0












in which Y bn and Y
c
n at n = 0 are assigned the arbitrary value zero, as their behavior at
large n is of only interest. The key point here is that the partition in (362) would reduce
to the exact result in (233) if nmax1, nmax2, and nmax3 were all infinity. Therefore, the
accuracy of the partition in (362), hence that of (234), depends entirely on the choice of
these truncation points.
For the numerical example, we will choose a thin antenna, which is a computationally
difficult case: h/λ = 0.5, h/a = 103, and Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...). With these parameters,
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Figure 58: An example of the convergence rates of the series for B(i)TEM for the case
h/λ = 0.5, h/a = 103, Zc = 50 Ω (b/a = 2.30...).
ξa = 1 + 5 · 10−7, ξb = 1 + 2.645 · 10−6, and the inequalities for the truncation points, (345),
(348), and (361) become
nmax1  π
nmax2 > 375K2
nmax3 > 385(lnK3 − 0.42) .
(363)
Remembering the earlier discussion that the slowly convergent part of the input admittance





plotted in Fig. 58 versus the number of terms. It can be clearly seen that the series converge,
with truncation points chosen according to (363). In fact, an accuracy of five significant
digits is obtained for YTEM, with the truncation points being nmax1 = 100, nmax2 = 1000,
and nmax3 = 2500, respectively.
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